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Need Printing?
Engraving? Wedding In-
vitations? Personal Sta-
tionery? Business Forms?
The NewS offers yoe
modern type faces and
prompt service.
HE NEW
— The Farm and Home Paper of the Ken-Tenn Territory
Rubber Stamps
Made to your order.
Prompt Service, Satis-
14tion Guaranteed.
1510#420, "The Printing
Nu.nsisthqr
.
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NUMBER SIXTEEN
Babies Will Occupy Spotlight  For Several Weeks To Come
Factory Willing To Expand; $10,000 E'F':iiiteGdIshainstaiied $300.00 In Cash To Be Given
Paul G. Boyd Named
Every Two Weeks Payroll Prospect
.A payroll of re ally $10,600 every
two weeks is in the offing for Ful-
ton a plan by the Henry I, Sei-
gel Co., to install a shirt factory is
taken up by.local businessmen, the
News learned today. To bring about
the new industry an addition to the
existing facilities of the local fac-
tory is needed, a spokesman of the
garment factory told a News report-
er. The 'factory would employ near-
ly 150 persons additionally.
Research on the projost reveals
that an addition can be made to
the building on a lot adjoining the
factory, and if made large enough it
is po.ssible that the company may
expand its pants manufacturing. The
firm is operating at near capacity
now. but with the market as it is,
manufacture of the men's garment
can be greatly accelerated.
The Henry I. Seigel has proved
a tremendous asset to the communi-
ty and v.:ith its employment of
several hundred men and v.mmen it
has kept unemployment at a mini- 1
mum in this section of the county
Present facilities were made a-
vailable to the company nearly ten
years ago when upwards of a $50,-
000 addition was made to the old ci-
gar factory, which stood on the
preaent site of the firm.
In an interview with one of the
prominent businessmen who played
a large part in bringing the Seigel ' Bo- b White is Mr. Fulton; Hard to Keepco.. to Fulton he said: "It is up to
.the company in their for eX- ecret Prominent Citizen Tells I. C. Clubthe merchants of the city to assist S
pension. The payrolls of the com-
pany channel themselves directly in-
to the pockets of the merchants and
it is their civic duty to do whatever
is needed to bring Shat additional
revenue here...
Meanwhile President Russell
Pitchford of the Chamber of Com-
mei ce has appointed a committee isinS n employee se Smith'. Csie. s. and
 sou Striow how hat
composed of himself, Frank Beadles His identification came after four i Buick or any au
to purrs, when he
and Ernest Fall, Jr., to work with weeks of promotion by Station does the job. Do you agree that he
the factory in its expansion plans. WNGO, the Illinois Central Service gets the leader s yell?
If it materializes the plan would Club and the Fulton County News. And when they played 
"School
make it possible for the factory to Identified at the Apron and Ov- Days," he was fu
riously at work to
manufacture the matching shirts, erall Dance sponsored by the IC get a bill passed to improve the sal-
to the pants they presently makc, Service Cluh at Jack Foy's Tourist aries of local school t
eachers.
in the same pla,it. The factory mak- Court on . last Friday night, Mr. A general, a private w
ith colors so
ing the shirts is now located ih White told the cheering audiencis I true,
Tennessee. It would greatly facilis "I have considered it a great hon- 11 The stew's a-boiling, the 
better
tate manufacture and shipping if or to selected as the citizen to for you.
the entire operation could be handl- be called Mr. Fulton. When Miss Yessir, he represen
ts General
ed under one roof, a spokesman for Clark and Mrs. Westpheling called :Motors, he's a private 
citizen, and
to tell me that I had been se- it matters not what kind of stew thethe Seigel Co., said.
On the labor front the company lasted as the "mystery man," I was 'local folks get into. Bob White is
anticipates a balloting of its em- pleased more than I can say to have helping it to boil and the better for
ployees on April 22 to determine the honor to be called Mr. Fulton. ell of us. Look at the school
 prob-
,the union with which they will af- "It was mighty hard to keep that slem.
filiate. The balloting is a require- -ecret. When I walked down the Benevolent, but not protecti
ve and
ment of the' National Labor Rela- street. I could hardly keep from tWo
tions Board • . boasting with pride that I was Mr. What's a hue and twenty-
three.
A check Ofglie company's salaries, Fulton. It was a well kept secret Now maybe. that sounds difficult
without a union. reveal that the ,and I shall never forget the hen- to you. but here. He's rharitable
,
wage scaly is on a par with con- or." he told the more than one.hus- but not very protective of wild
 game
parable industries in such cities as; tired persons who attended thc when he puts the gun to the should-
-
Nashville, Memphis and other south-ldance. er . . . and two . . . that's a "Br
ern manufacturnig centers. I Through the generosity of local in the alphabet. A color that start
s
Leo Greengrass is the efficient . merchants more than S350 in prizes with twenty-three "W," that's white
manager of the Henry I. Seigel • were given the ,young lady who suc- isn't it? Simple.
cessfully identified Fulton's first Then . . . you knew.Company here.
citizen, who was also mentioned Two "B's." will solves this riddle by
as Maxwell McDade. Bailey Hud- far,
dleston and James Warren. One's a first name the other a car.
What about those clues. They Of course . . . B for Bob; B for
were simple. Look! Buick.
A hill, a stream, a batter's ball And its over. The most enjoyable
A smoke-filled room and banquet mystery that's occurred here in
hall many.a day.
A vote, a job they're all done well Yon. said it. Mr. Fulton is Bob
He's Happy About The Whole Thing
Mr. Fulton (Bob White) beams approval of his selection as the
"mystcry man" when he appeared at the Apron and Overall Dance
sponsored by the IC Service Club last Friday night. In the Photo
with Fulton's first citizen are (right to left) Jo Westpheling, News
editor. lila Holland ivho identified Mr. Fulton, "the .man," and Mary
Alice Clark, entertainment chairman of the club under whose aupices
the contest was conducted. (Copies of this and other photos taken at
the dance may be secured at the Owl Photo Shop.)
BOND DRIVE IS
LAUNCHED HERE;
$170,000 QUOTA
A county quota of $170,000 has
been given Fulton County in a new
Security Loan Drive recently an-
nounced for Kentucky by the
Treasury Department. Of the quota
sinsmoo is the E-Bond quota.
the drive began on April 15 and
will continue through June 30 with
a State quota of $31,500,000 for E. F.
and G. Bonds. $19,840,000 will be an
E Bond quota.
The theme of this year's drive
will be "America's Security is Your
Security."
Tre purpose of the drive as out-
lined by the State group is for the
further spreading of the National
debt; the building up of reserves a-
gainst depression, and the temper-
ing of unwise spending which
might contribute toward inflation.
A Security Loan Drive rhairman
for this county has not yet been
made known.
Little
Phoebe
"I hope I'm not boring you with
my story on TVA:" the type slug
told the linotype on a bright spring
da .
But little Phoebe just laughed and
laughed because she knew the story
wasn't boring anybody but TVA,
which may turn out to be a sore
thumb if it doesn't get out of the
dark, glassly.
Bob White, sportsman, civic lead- near-by and when they say sbat-
er, baseball fan, political strategist, ter up" he's right there. At a sec-
private citizen, a representative of ret caucus with the room filled with
Cveneral Motors, school patron and .smoke, he's there and then when
sidist an MI right, all-around guy has he's on a civic project he's quite the
been Identified as Mr. Fulton by ; man in a banquet hall. He can get
Miss Illa Holland of Ecidings street I the votes for th ecandidate of his
A man who gat§ the leader's yell. e.
as Exalted Ruler of Fulton Lodge
No.. 1142, Benevolent a d Prot c-
tive order of Elks, and will head
the local lodge for the next year.
Installation was made on April 5.
Other officers of the local include:
Leading Knight, Roy Greer• Loyal
Knight Wilburn Holloway; 'Lectur...
ing Knight, Hunter Whitesell; Sec-
retary, E....E. Huffman; Treasurer,
Herman Easley and trustee, N.
Cooke.
Boyd who succeeds H. B. Reaves
as Exalted Ruler, plans to attend
the Grand Lodge convention in Phil-
adelphia next July 4th.
THURSDAY CLOSING
FOR LOCAL STORES
With spring fever, baseball and
gardening in the offing local
business houses and offices will
close their doors each _Thursday af-
ternoon, beginning May 6, it was
revealed at the Chamber af Com-
merce meeting on Monday.
Closing on Wednesdays last year,
the ruling made a hardship on the
local cieam stations who found it
necessary to keep open on that day
its order to reseive cream from the
near-by farmers.
Closing on Thursdays this year
will mhke the welcome half-holiday
niore generally unanimaus.
CORN DERBY PUT
OFF; TOO LATE!
A corn growing contest in Ful-
ton County, which has lung been
on the agenda of the ChamLe- of
Commerce has been postponed up-
on the recommendations of the
committee in charge, it was revealed
at the regular meeting of 'be Cham-
ber of Commerce on MondaY.
Tardiness in rounding out the
program vvas given. sa. the reason
"hex: s.
for ;tponeinent until perhaps
A. . Butte. Leon' Browder and
John Earle.make up the committee
who were working on the county-
wide project.
"GIMMIES° STOPPED;
MUST SEE COMMITTEE
A move that may relieve local
advertisers from the high pressure
and fly-by-night advertising solici-
tor was taken on Monday night,
when Chamber of Commerce Pres:-
dent 'Russell Pitchford made it
known that he would appoint-a-sec-
ret committee of C of C members
to screen all advertising planned
by other than legitimate sources.
The ,move is made as a result of
the avalanche of requests made of
'-he merchants for monies not term.
i real advertising.
Full cooperation is asked of the
merchants to refer advertising so-
!icitation by professional agents or
other fund raising groups to the
president of the Chamber of Com-
merce for referral to the secret
committee. If accepted, a letter of
approval will be given the solicitor
and merchants may use their discre-
tion in contributing.
A card designating that the mer-
chant is a member of the Cham-
ber of Commerce will be given each
merchant for display to the pros -
He lives on a hill, with a streain Who said let's find a Mrs. Fulton? 
pective solicitor.
CANCER DRIVE TO BEGAN NEXT WEEK; 1948
CAMPAIGN IS HEADED BY MRS. W. L. DURBIN
Mrs. W. L. Durbin. prominent
club woman and civic leader has
heen appointed Fulton Count::
Chairman of the 1948 Cancer Fund
Drive, Mrs. T. C. Carroll state
cheirman announced today. With a
quota for the entire county placed
at S1,000, Mrs. Durbin told the News
that the fund raising r.ampaign
would probably begin the early part
of next week and continue on into
May, if necessary,
"With the annual death rate from
cancer growing eac'h year, the
drive this year becomes of increas•
ed importance as more and more
money is needed for cancer re-
search to stop this dread disease,
which annually takes nearly 200,-
000 lives," Mrs. Durbin said in urg-
ing citizens of the county to give
generously when the snl'citor
This month, all over the Nation,
the American Cancer Society
launches its first decently ambitious
money-raising drive. Eric Johnston,
cormer head of the United States
Chamber of Commerce heads it,
ind will try to get from the Amer-
ican public five million dollars for
sducation, prevention and research.
'Us success will depend on the re-
sponse to the drive that this, and
ether cities give.
Other workers appointed by Mrs.
Durbin to serve in the county are:
Mrs. J. L. Jones, city of Fulton;
Mesdames Arnett Hendrix, Guy
Barnett and Wayne Yates, Hickman;
Airs W. P. McClanahan, Crutch-
field; Mrs. Harry Prather, State
Line: Mrs. Herman Roberts, Ful-
ton: Mrs Auzzie Phelps, Fulton. All
except Mrs. Jones will work in the
county.
MUCH SEWING DONE
Home-sewing is a major project
of homemakers clubs in Barren
I rountv. The quarterly report of Mrs.
Robert Button, clothing leader,
shows 552 garments made. 439
mended, 209 altered, and 129 dry
cleaned. Twenty-three hats were
made and 54 remodeled. More
than 100 sewing machines were re-
paired or otherwise put into run-
ning order.
Soup Smartie
A quick meal-in-one-snup re-
sults when a can of condensed veg-
etable soun ana A pound of cubed
bologna are shimmered about 10
minutes with 4 cups boiling water.
Add browned, rubed onion and
green pepper, and favorite spices
if you would make this truly your
own dish.
Legion Aindliary To Hold
Benefit Party At Cabin
A benefit party sponsored by the
American Legion Auxiliary will be
held at the Legion _cabin tonight
(Friday) at 7:30 p. m. and the of-
ficers and members of the club are
issuing an invitation to their many
friends to attend.
Many valuable prizes will be a-
warded for the various games play-
ed and refreshments will be served.
Mrs. J. C. Olive is president of
the club and Mrs. Harold Holliday
is general chairman of the benefit
event.
If you have a good photograph of
the baby, please loan it to us and
we promise to return it to you in
Day parade. Others include the de- the same conditi
on .as when re-
signing and lettering of the YMBC (Continued on back page)
board on Lake street and the giv-
ing generously of his time to many
other club works, JAMES WARREN
- .•
Tuesday's dinner at Caytoe fea-
tured a sumptious chicken 
dinner'' NAMED REFEREEwith plates piled high and every_one
enjoying all they could eat. The; James Warren. prominent local
meal was prepared by ,th embers
—e ID-- i attorney and political leader has ,
csf the Future Homemakers of Amer- I been annointed as one of the State's
.
c 
,
four referees of the Workman's
Pre-meal basketball thriller was Compensation Board. Mr. Warren
an off-the-record feature with Russ will have jurisdiction of all, dis-
Anderson's Razorbacks defeated nutes arising in western Kentu.s.ky.
Foad Homra's Whizbangs 86-84. The appointrrisnt was made by
The winning tally was scored by George C. Burton, Industrial Re-
lations Commissioner.
Duties of the referee will be to
act as arbiter in any controversial
s matters arising regarding the film-
! tions of the board.
• The new teferees are being paid
an increased salary of $175 a month,
Burton said. The nine remaining
referees, appointed under the form-
er Republican administration, will
eontinue to draw their present $150
a month, he added. Burton said he
Tom Waller, an attorney of Pa- expects to replace most of the Re-
ducah and retained by that city to publican' appointees shortly.
assist in the litigation with the The commissioner said he has
Kentucky Utilities to purchase its
plant there, was th eprincipal speak-
er at the regular meeting of the
Chamber of Commerce on Monday.
Mr. Waller proved himself a past
master in the art of hedging and
the net result of his talk was that
the fight to .acquire KU for TVA
distribution would be a long and
tedious one, a well known fact
here.
Meanwhile Mayor T. T. Boaz is in
the throes of selecting qualified and
capable men to man the power
Molly King, whose shirt tail flew
out and blinded the opposition just
as the whistle blew.
WHADDA YA KNOW
TVA IS LONG
BATTLE
To Campaign Winners at End
With this issue of The Fuiton County News, the publishers of this
newspaper, wish to announce a new, and rather' unique, feature which
they are sponsoring, and which we feel certain will meet with the 
hear-
ty approiar of all the- people in this county and immediate t
erritory: A
Great Baby Campaign to determine the popular and prominent 
little
sweethearts of this entire section, and we propose to distribute the gen-
erous sum of $300.00 in cash to the babies who shall be declared the
winners at the conclusion of this affair.
Six prizes, headed with a Grand Prize of $125.00 have been pro-
vided for the-winners, and they will
'be determined by.. the babies re-
ceiving the largest number of
votes when the campaign has been
brought to a close. All the little ones"
five (5) years of age and under, re-
siding in Fulton county and abut-
ting territory, are- eligible to com-
pete.
For years and years, we have
witnessed campaigns conduced by
many associations, or interests, to
determine whom shall reign as
Queen certain festivities; Beau-
ty Queens with Hollywood in the
offing; popular and prominent fay-
orities in many walks of life.
Strangely enough, however, they
have entirely overlooked the most
addition, refrigerators, vacuum interesting, the most attractive and
most lovable of all human personal-
ities—A LITTLE CHILD!
Well, now we are going to,change
all this and give Baby the belated
recognition it so richly deserves;
its plase in the Sun, as it were; the
opportunity teS bid for public ap-
proval and a "...hence to come into
possession of .valuable. cash prizes
of worthwhile proportions.
For the next several weeks, then,
the babies are going to occupy the
spotlight and everything else will
have to take a backseat.
One of the most interesting fea-
tures of this whole affair, is gu-
For outstanding service to the ing to be the publication of the
Young Men's Business Club, of baby pictures, and in this connec-
which he is an honorary member, Lion, we trust the parents of the
Joe Brown was given the YMBC a- little ones will co-operate with us
ward last Tuesday night at to the extent of loarung us a good,
club's monthly dinner meeting clear and distinct picture of their
Cayce. little one a sending it to us as
The ptcture has to
Latta Joins Western
Auto Chain Stores
Leroy Latta announces the open-
ing of' his Western Auto Associate
Store on Commercial Avenue to-
morrow, with a number of special
souvenirs and prizes offered. visi-
tors during the day. The new firm
is located in the same building as
the former Latta Food itore.
The new Western Associate Store
will be well stocked with house-
hold hardware, radios, paints, oils,
electrical supplies and appliances,
garden tools, bicycles and sporting
goods "Ancr' Mr. Latta adds, "in
cleaners, washing machines, ironers
and other appliances will be added
as rapidly as production lines make
therm,available."
The buildng has been completely
redecorated, and all new fixtures
have been 4nstalled with new flop-
rescent lighting in the interior,
presenting a very attractive display
to shoppers.
JOE BROWN GIVEN
YMBC KEY AWARD
Brown is the masitger of the local 190011
Fulton and Orpheurn theatres, an& be to an engraving firm to
because of the conflicting hours of have engravings Made. All this
his work with club meetings, can- takes time, so the earlier we re-
nqt attend, but is carried as an hon- ceive the pisture. the sooner will
orary member. you see its sweet little face smiling
Brown's recognition follov% a long out at you from the 
pages of this
list of major and minor projects newspaper.
which he handled for the YMBC;
the most recent was the decoration
of the Club's float for the Army
been unable so far to find some-
one to fill the newly created post
of executive secretary to the Work-
man's Compensation Board. Es-
tablished by the 1948 Legislature,
the job pays $4,500 a year.
SENATOR STEWART
IS DISTINGUISHED
board  VISITOR IN CITY
Wins Army Day Prize
Winning prize in gigantic Army Day Parade held here recently was
IC engine and caboose. "Manning" the chariot of Casey Jones was
Engineer Donny M.c.Knight, Conductor Tommy Smith and Flagman
Bobby Hyland.
A whirlwind visit through north-
west Tennessee brought Senator
Tom Stewart United States Sena-
tor from the neighboring city toS.
Fulton last Saturday on a good will
visiting tour with his contituents.
A Senator from the TVA state
he said. "Futton would be standing
in its own light if it did not bring
TVA to the city."
Queried An matters of national
and international importance he
said. "It is urgent at this time to
enact scme kind of draft legisla-
ture. Russia will.not listen to any-
thing else but armed force, so it's
time to get started.
Senator Stewart `was officially
welcomed to South Fulton by May-
or S. A. McDade, City Recorder Bob
Fowlkes and Chief of Police Par-
ker IticClure.
PlAsiDENT
BOB JONES. UNIVERSITY
The truth that hitman nature'
never changes is plainly evidenced
In the Bible. The reader will find
such strikingly "modern logic" in
the Book of Job that he will almost
Imagine some one of his neighbors
speaking it. Job's friends sitting
svith him on the ashheap and at-
tempting to offer him the comfort
of their own poor philosophy have
many brothers alive today. Their
buiguage may be Oriental and
picturesque as compared to the
modern, prosaic phrases of our
twentieth century, but the thought
Is so often the same. Listen to
Ellphaz, one of the "comforters,"
'Acquaint now thyself with Him,
and be at peace: thereby good shall
come unto thee . . . . Yea, the
Almighty shall be thy defence, and
thou shalt have plenty of silver"
tJob 22:21, 25). In good sound mod-
ern English, we hear it expressed
so often thus, "It pays to be re-
ligious."
While it is true that it is better
to be decent than immoral. upright
than dishonest that which was un-
Itirue La Eliphaz's day is still untrue
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THE ,ODT ORDERS MORE
TRAINS CUT OFF .
now. God does not promise wealth,
or in Eliphaz's words "plenty of
silver." to the righteous any more
than He promises poverty to the
unrighteous. In fact, we are told
not to be "envious against the work-
ers of iniquity." Plenty of money
sometimes comes to a man who is
a crook and a rascal, and there is
many a child of God who has little
enough of this world's goods. God's-
promise is that if we seek first
the kingdom of God and His right-
eousness, all needful things shall
be added unto us (Matthew 6:33).
God does not promise "plenty of
silver." He does promise all need-
ful things supplied. Life does not
consist in the abundance of the
things a man possesses-(Luke 12:15).
Neither is a mere accumulation of ,
temporal possessions an indication '
of the fulness of one's life.
Eliphaz's reasoning was unsound,
for he himself had but a poor ac-
quaintanceship with God and his
idea of peace was confined to tran-
quility in one's environment, with
plenty to eat, and plenty to drink,
and silver to spend.
-Released by the Gospel Fellowship -Association
Club ANNOUNCEMENT
The Palestine Homemakers Club
will met April 23 at 1:30 p.m. at
'fiae Community House rather than
April 16 as was previously announc-
ed.
The leaders will present a lesson
on food.
Hostesses for the afternoon will
be Mrs. Elbert Johns and Mrs. Eu-
gent Hoodenpyle.
Community Improvement Con-
tests soon will be officially open
throughout Tcquessee; but this is
one race in which "Jumping the
gun" is commendable.
ACME QUALITY'
Balanced Fonnula
NOUSEPAINT
Ws try to &earn vow bothers by
oath, ilb• kind of bottom pant yaw
boom 16111011,1111. Only Ole boot thoO
tootoofir son buy son en yott • toll
itellor's worth tot donor. Yoe
O.V. money It you tow Amor Cluallty.
iss as 'bow yoso *woo,
FULTON PAINT AND GLASS COMPANY
Telephone 909 210 Church St.
O.K. LAUNDRY
TELEPHONE 130
No Shrinkage
No Hemlines
•
No Losses
•
We Guarantee All Three
Because of r.•ontifiued suspension
of coal mining and to conserve coal
supplies the Office_ of Defense
Transportation has ordered an ad-
ditional 25 per cent reduction in
coal-burning locomotive milage
both freight and passenger serv-
ice. In compliance with this order,
Albert C. Linton, passenger traffic
manager, Illinois Central Railroad,
announces several changes in pas-
senger service as follows:
Train No. 29 discontinued be
tween Champaign and Carbondale,
last trip April 14. Train will con-
tinue between Chic-ago and Cham-
paign.
Trani No. 30 discontinued week-
days between Carbondale and Chi-
cago, last trip April 15. It will
operate from Champaign to Chicago
Sundays.
Trains Nos. 15 and 16 between
Memphis and Carbondale discon-
tinued, last trip north on April 14
and south April 15.
Train No. 32 restored to service,
daily except Sunday, from Cham-
paign to Chicago, first trip leav-
ing April 16.
Trains Nos. 15 and 16 between
Waterloo and Fort Dodge discon-
tinued, last trip west April 12 and
last trip east April 13.
Trains Nos. 101 and 102 between
LouisvIle and Fulton discontinued
last trips April 12.
Trains Nos. 32 and 33 between
Memphis and , Greenwood, Miss.,
will be operated tri-weekly,- train
No, 33 operating Mondays, Wednes-
days and Fridays effective, April
12. train No. 32 operatng Tuesdays,
Thursdays and Saturdays effective
April 15.
Trains Nos. 21 and 24 between
Memphis and Greenville. Miss., dis-
continued. last trips April 15.
Trains Nos. 105 and 106 between
Gulport and Jackson, Miss., will
be operated tri-weekly, Tuesdays,
Thursdays and Saturdays, effective
April 13.
Novel Stuffing '
Bulk sausage meat is often used
for stuffings, but have you ever
tried frankfurters for the same pur-
pose? They can be ground or cut
up and uscd just like the sausage
in stuffings or dressings, or used to
flavor the popular bread dressings.
Accompaniment Tale
Here's something new in accom-
panments. It's grape apples to go
with pork steaks. To make them,
.cook thick apple slices in a combina-
tion of 1-2 glass grape jelly and 3-4
cup boiling water. This need not be
confined to pork steaks alone, of
course-it would go well with most
The time to fight farm fires most
effeztively is before it starts; check
for hazards now.
Sheer
Lois Lennstrum, of WLW-
NBC's "Betty Crocker'' cast, has
the new "old look" in this Gib-
son Girl blouse of sheer pink
chiffon. "Betty Crocker" is heard
week-days at 2:27 p.m., EST.
The public is invited!
Jack Foy's
LOG CABIN
ROUNDUP
EVERY
FRIDAY
NIGHT
8: p. m. to 12: midnight
Dress as you please
LISTEN to WNGO (1320) on
your dial) 4 to 4:30 p. m. Mon.
thru Friday. The LOG CABIN
ROUNDUP BAND: rnodern and
hillbilly music.
'Hearts and Flowers
by
PATRIC-A LATANE
Miss Latane;
I am a young girl who works-in
town. I have a nice job and am a
nice girl but can't seem to fall in
love or something. Can you tell me
anything?
M.M.
• •
My Dear M. M.
You are a nice•girl and at the
present you are expecting too much
out of life. You are looking for
something and you don't know just
what. You would like to meet•a boy .
both good looking and rich. One
that could give you all the luxuries
that your heart desires. such as a
car, clothes and money to spend and
a home where you could entertain. j
Stop looking for all this and look
for love. If you plan to . marry,
there is a very nice looking sales-
man you know and you would like
very much to go with. Your first
date will be to a ball game which
you will both enjoy and which will
start a courtship, You will go with
this boy for around 8 or 9 months
then yca will meet a friend of. his
and marry him in 3 months. You
will be very happy. You will never
want for anything but you will
never be what you consider rich.
Good luck and start looking for
love instead looks and money as
money cannot buy happiness and
looks are only skin deep.
•
Miss Latane;
I am a man 47 years old and have
been going with a girl 23 years old.
I am in love with this g;r1. Do you
think we could be happy if we mar-
ry or do you think age makes any
difference?
J. B. J.
• • •
Dear J. B. J.
Don t think of marrying a girl
24 years younger than yourself,
certainly it would make a differ-
ence. You might be happy for 3
or 4 years, but then it would end
in court like all such marriages do.
Find someone 'tearer your own age
you will be happier and will live
together. If yon marry this girl you
will live together only 4 years at
the most.
Miss Latane;
I am a .man 32 years old and my
wife 29 years old, and we both
want children but we have been
waiting until we could afford them
What do you think about it. Do
think we shiuld or not?
R. A.
• • •
My Dear R. A. •
If you want children 'don't wait
until you think you can afford
them for you will never have a tam-
ily if you do. I suggest married cou-
ples having children while they are
both young and can enjoy them.
You will find a way, do not wait un-
til you can afford theiih. If finally
come to the point where you think
you can you will be to old to en-
ioy them and while they are
little they would drive you crazy as
AGRICULTURE COLLEGE
OFFERS SCHOLARSHIPS
The College of Agriculture and
Home Economics has 25 scholarships
for high school graduates who are
qualified to enter the University
of Kentucky next fall as freshmen
in either agrculture or hcune ec-
onom its.
These scholarships are open to
young farm men and women of
Kentucky who plm to devote their
careers to the furtherance of Ken-
  ---- --
you would be so old and cranky. So
I say if you intend to have children
you had better start having them
now.
tucky agriculture or horri econom-
ics. In selecting those who are to
receive scholarships, the commit-
tee will consider such factors as high
school record, probability of suc-
cess in college, need for tinanc.al
assistance, farm experience, plans
for life work, reliability, character,
leadership and health. Competi
tion is statewide.
Application blanks may be ob-
tained by writing tu Assistant Dean
L. J. Horlacher, College of Agrcul-
ture and Home Economics Lex-
ington, 29, Ky. APplications ,must
be in by July 1.
Thotight must be made better,
and human life more fruitful, for
the divine energy to move it on-
ward and upward.-Mary EddY.
SPECIAL LOW PRICES
ON OUR
PERMANENTS
Remember-only the prices
are reduced-not the quali-
ty of our sei vice! Phone for
appointment - call
- 
1235. Note the list btluw
Cold Wave Permanent--
$10.00 Wave for $ 7.50
$15.00 Wave for $10.00
$20.00 Wave for S12.50
"Machineless" Permanent--
$ 8.50 for $5.00 $12.50 for____$ 8.50
S10.00 for $6.50 $15.00 for $10.00
S18.00 for $12.50
Our "RADIO-WAVE" Permanent--
512.50 Wave for $10,ut,
S15.00 Wave for $12.50
$20.00 Wave for $15.00
As about the new ELECTRONIC FLASH wave.
LOVE BEAUTY SHOP
301 Norman Street Phone 1235
Operators---Ora Pearl Brazzell, Martha Wiggins
MOWERS
MOWERS
MOWERS
MOWERS
POWER
HAND
_ PUSH
MOWERS
MOWERS
MOWERS
ROTARY mowERs
SICKLE mowERs
---and More Mowers than Anybody Else in Town!
PRICED FROM $19.95 UP
207 East Fourth
Williams Hardware Co:
169
•
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a
Announcing!
A Great
Baby Campaign
For The Little Ones
Fulton County and °'Abutting Territory
FIVE YEARS OF AGE AND UNDER
--- Sponsored By ---
The Fulton County News
FREE $300.00 FREE
NOMINATE A BABY
Fill out the coupon given lulu% and mill it, or
bring it to our Milt e. Collect all thi• 21 sott
coupons you possibl can and send them in to bc
credited to your favorite.
ntl nonthrition in immedi.itely and CiNe
Vie bah% the ads antage of an eArl) stmt.
Vote Early and Often
--- Divided Into ---
SIX SPLENDID PRIZES
FIRST GRAND PRIZE
$125.00 IN CASH
To The Baby Securing The Largest Number Of Votes
Second Prize $75.00
TO THE BABY SECURING 2nd LARGEST NUMBER OF VOTES
Third Prize $50.00
TO THE BABY SECURING 3rd LARGEST NUMBER OF VOTES
Fourth Prize $25.00
TO THE BMW SECURING 4th LARGEST NUMBER OF VOTES
 
 
Fifth Prize $15.00
 Sixth 1Prize
TO THE BABI SECURING 5th LARGEST NUMBER OF VOTES
$10800
Great Voting Campaign for Babies
NOMINATING BALLOT
Good for 1,000 Votes
I hereby
Nominate
(Write baby's name above)
Parent's Name 
Address 
City 
 
State 
NOTE: Only one nomination will be credited to
any one baby, so pay no attention to them after
the baby has been nominated. Mark the names
and addresses plainly and if in the county give
post office and rural route number.
Not Good After May 1st, 1948
TO THE BABY SECURING 6th LARGEST NUMBER OF VOTES
< >
Send All Communications To
BABY CAMPAIGN
DEPARTMENT
The Fulton County News
FULTON, KENTUCKY
We Want Pictures
We want the baby's picture for reproduction in
this newspaper. If you have one, please lend it
to us and we guarantee its safe return unharmed.
If you have no photograph, a good kodak picture
will answer our purpose just as well. Please fur-
nish us with a picture as soon as possible as we
have to get engravings made from the picture,
and it all takes time.
First Received, First Shown
111 
Great Voting Campaign for Babies
COUPON BALLOT
Good for 25 Votes
For 
(Write baby's name above)
Parent's Name 
Address 
NOTE: Coupon Ballots should be neatly trimmed
along border line and when more than one is be-
ing cast at a time, must be securely tied or pin-
ned together. When these instructions are fol-
lowed, it will only be necessary to mark the first
or top ballot with the baby's name, etc.
Not Good After May 1st, 1948
Friday, April 16, 1948 • 
Moose Order Planned
Here: Many Interested
More than thiety peisuns gather-
ed Wednesda;r evening at the
YMBC club rooms on Lake street to
see a color film. "Young America,-
and to` hear J. Os..ear Clem, Reg-
ional Director the Loyal Order
of Moose. • .
Mr. Clem, who came to Fulton to
assist local efforts in organizing a
Fulton chapter of the Lodge, out-
lined the history of the Moose Or-
der a6d ad that it stands for:
"America First; no Communists."
A committee on organisation of
the Fulton lodge was appointedeand
consists of the following: Chairman,
Jack Kellen. phene 9171; Commit-
temeen, C. P. Watts, phone 230;
Robert -Bellew. phone 194; Charles
H. McCoy. phone 1265; C, E. Hood-
enpyle, phone 488-M. Interested
persons who -desire more informa-
tiop are requested to call any of
the organization committee above.
Another meeting is scheduled
next Wednesday evennig at the
YMBC clubrooms.
THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS, FULTON, KENTUCKY
CLASSIFIED ADS
Al'TO WASS
Paint and Glass
I OPPORTUNITY FOR YOUNG
IMAN to learn printing: We are zo-
ling to apprentice a young, single,
installed. Fulton intelligent man in our shop, Com-
Co.. 210 petent instruction, 40-hour week:Church
earn as you learn the nation's fifth
largest industry. This is a perman-
FOR SALE: Wood (or coal) small ' ent position, and offers good ad-
. - 1range cooking stove. Warming eaneement to a willing viorker.
closet and resvoir. See at 1121Apply to Mr. Westpheling at the
West St. Fulton, or call 890-W. Fulton News.
- ---
FOR RENT:Vacuum cleaner. Dar-
nell Furniture CO. Phone 1395.
WANTED TO BUY: Good use
furniture; Singer sewing machines.
Darnell Furniture Co. Phone 1395.
DRIVING TO CHICAGO from
Martin each week. Leave Tuesday
or Wednesday; can take 4 or 5. In-
quire Hayes Moore, Parkview Ho-
tel, Martin, Tenn.
FOR SALE: Electrolux kerosene
retrigerator; excellent condition.
Priced reasonable, Fred Rondurant,
414 Maple street, Fulton.
FOR SAI.E: Old papers. 50 per
bundle of 20. The Fulton News.
-For Sale All kinds plants,shrub-
bery, bulbs, evergreens and other
types of plants. Just call Tom Lyons
Phone 1110-W.
NEW HOSPITAL IDEA KEEPS
BABY IN MOTHER'S ROOM -
A baby e -t feel the emotional
satisfaction ef being close to his
mother and lather right from tho
-start, doctors and psychiatrists a-
gree. That 'is why they are restor-
ing the old practice of keeping the
baby by his mother's bedside dur-
ing' his first few days of life, says
Christine Sadler. Writing in Mc-
Call's 'for April, she describes how
tht rooming-in plan works at George
Washington General Hospital in the
nation's capital:
"During the past 30 years hospi-
tals, dc,ctors _ and mothers have
done much to uproot the natural
parent-child relationship and have
treated babies with more and more
objectivity. 'We've been caring for
babies by assembly-line method:,
says Dr. • Preston .4. McLendon
Chief of Pediatrics of George WaSh-
ington University Hospital. 'We
have fed them, _permitted meehers
a peek thcm only at stated in-
tervals and given no consideration
to fathen. We have sent home bun-
dles plainly marked. "Do not open
until later. Read the directiork
carefully.'' •
"A few hospitals over the coun-
try have ademted what is now call-
ed the rooming-in plan. In Detroit
and New Haven, Connecticut, clibs
are put in the mtither's room. With
the .child near by. the inexperienced
mother can become familiar with
e..hiseemoods, movements and ap-
'netites. Bathing, changing and feed-
ing go on in the .mother's room 30
that she learns by watching and
helping. Thus she can avoid that
helpness feeling so many mothers
have when they get home from the
hospital. And instead of being treat-
ed like a germ carrier, the father-
and only the father-is allowed to
visit as often as he likes.
"Mothers who have tried the
BEAUTY SHOP BETSY
BY MRS. J. A. JONO
-Carta* ... it's Lela's good-looking
krether diet compels lee te herr
LET US GIVE YOU YOUR .‘„
SPRING PERMANENT
LA'0Ntat BEAUTY-.S/I,L014
mscHinewiatitaitis 1 01055
. GOLD WAVES
MAN i CURING
2 e UPCM .ST FULTON,KENTUCKY
FS1ONE 34 , •
Irooming-in :ervice say they are not
tired by the rare they give their
; infants in the hospitals, but on* the
'contrary gain a eense of strength
and security warn it. Those who
1-iave had earller children say thee
way is more litisfyifig and rest-
, fill."
'Fulton To Be Hosts
To Purchase Homemaers
For the _first time us about 13
years Fulton County Homemaker',
will be hosts to ,the homemakers
clubs of the Purchase Ehstrict at
the First Methodist church in Ful-
ton on Thursday, April 29, 1948.
Mrs. Luella Canterbury, psycholo-
gist, of Chicago will give the prin-
ciple address. Those who have heard
her anticipate- this part of the pro-
gram highly. Other guests will be
Mis. W K. Morris, Fedeiation pres
ident of Kentucky, Mrs. Myrtle
Weldon, State leader of home dem-
onstrationleagents and Miss Leone
Gillett. assistaut State leader. Miss
Weldon will discuss the meeting of
the assoriated county women of the
world in Holland last September. .
Through homemakers clubs 'or-
al women are mobilized and given
a channel thru which they can work
for community and self improve-
ment. Their biggest problems are
given definite attention bv leaders
working with specialists and the
hoin agent and the lessons are
presented to the clubs. Members
learn to work together, to take re-
sponsibility, to conduct meetings
and are more valuable members of
ather organizations. They also have
learned to play together and become
community minded. Homemaker
club members in joining the eoun-
ty and state organizations become
of filiated with a group twenty
thousand strong. The state feder-
ation belongs to national and in-
ternational organizatoins.which lit-
erally "reach around the world" and
are working for world. friendships
and understanding higher standards
of living, health and the welfare uf
the world.
_
A planning meeting was held in
Cayce at the Methodist .e.hurch Mon-
day April 12, at which time the fol-
towing committees were appointed
for the meeting April 29,
Register-Mesdames Clyde Lind-
er. C. M. Revnolde, Willie Thomas.
Hostesses - Mesdames Wayne
Yates, H. G Butler, T. H. Streeter.
Ushe.-Mesdames H. Copeland,
Gene Dowdy, Donald Mabry, W. B.
Sowell and Guy Barnett.
Special Guests-Mesdames Mor-
gan Davidson, W. H. Harrison.
Stage- -Mesdame, Robert Thomp-
son Wm. lei-cClanahon, E. E. Mount
Drinks-Mesdames Hillman Col-
lier, H. C. Sams, Clyde Corune,
Lewis Thompson.
Lunch-Mesdames H. Bondurant,
Walter Mays, Wales Austin.
Decoration-Mesdames L. A. Clif-
ton, E. L. Cook, II. Roberts.
Rest roon -Mrs. Smith Brown
and her committee.
The public is very cordially in-
vited.
Thotisands of veterans who have
le en discharged following overseas
e.rvice. have asked about reenlist-
ing ir the Army and serving in the
United States. You too may take ad-
vantage of this grand opportunity.
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FURNTTURE COMPANY
New and Used
3 Piece Bed Room Suite     49.50 up
2 Piece Living Room Suite • 89.50 up
5 Piece Breakfast Set 17.50 up
Innerspring Mattresses  19.95 up
9 x 12 Felt Base Rugs_  6.95 up
Lawn and Porch Chairs -. 2.95 up
This is not a special sale. Just everyday prices. And tve have
many more such values to offer you. Come in and see for
yourself. Remember the place behind Rushton's Cafe on Mar-
tin Highway.
We Buy, Sell and Trade
Vacuum Cleaners For Rent
NTED: Clem' RAGS; no but-1
tons. Will pay 10c pound. Bring to
ciffice of the Fulton Ne iS on Lake
street extended.
SECOND SHEETS, Carbon paper,
sales books, receipt books, manila
folders, index cards, mimeograph
paper, business cards, binders, etc.
See us for your office supplies. Ful-
ton County Nevis.
CAPITO
COMMENTS
By David M. Porter
The tax reduction Tell sound
good on the face of it and should
have been a popular bill. but when
you go into it you, can see that it
was a niistake and should not haee
been passed. Wher it was passed ov-
er the President's vete. I think soine4
of the Representatives may have
beer. thanking of this coming elec I
tion instead of the welfare of the
Nation. This may be unfair and I
would like to explain it. T:ie re-
duction as passed will just about
pa'Y the interest on our National
Debt, and this must be paid along
with the principal at some futile
date to maintain the people's con-
fidence in our Government and
our National integrity.
The reduction when broken &len
individually is so small that it wiP
not materially aid anyone and e-et
collectively will mean a lot of run-
ning our Government. There „is a
definite and recognized emergency
in our dealing with Russia and War
'seems eminent. Unless we prepare
for it and they realize we mean
business and will pack up with I
'force oar agreement to protect Freet
People and help them stay free, War
Is inevitable. With. a strong pre-
paredness program and great mili-
tary strength they would hestitate
toward any acts of aggression._This
take huge sums of money and
must be done at once, but most of
all the taxes taken off this year
will in all probabilty be greatly in-
creased in the future and we may
not be as well able to pay them.
Senator John Sherman Cooper
pledged his support to the Federal
Aid to Education bill now up for
passage. The bill would provide 300
million dollars to the States for Ed-
u.cation and Kentucky •under the
provisions would get sixteen million
one hundred and twenty thoueanci
dollars as our part wkich would a-
mount to around 22.30 a child This
would help us to raise our stand-
ards and the teachers pay which
may raise us above our piesent
standing of 39th in illiteracy among
the 48 states.
Guy C Sh. are: was appointee
head of the Kentucky Alcohol Con-
trol Board. Guy was former. head
of the Barbers and Beautician;
Board and is well known and well
liked throughout the State. His
honesty and integrity will give con-
fidence to the people who deal with
the Commission.
Senator Henry Ward of Paducah
was appointed Commissioner of
Conservation and will accept the
place the middle of next month. Fie
replaces Harold Browning of Wil- •
liamsburg 'who serveel under Gov-
ernor Willis and has made a name
for himself for his work as Conser-
vation Commissioner. Henry is a
newspaper man who has been act-
ively interested in Conservation and
$tate Parks for a long time. Ile
was one of thc leaders in the pro-
moting of Kentuelcy Lake as an
important part of Kentucky and
the Nation's recreational featuree
and has long been interested in
Civic and State affairs. He backed
Harry Lee Waterfield for Governor
and I think this is another sign
that the Governor is going to have
an administration of, efficient and
eapable assistants to help make
Kentucky progress.
All emergency reduced load lim•
its on state roads weakened by se-
vere. winter weather have been
lifted, the Highway Department's
Division of Maintenance announced
today. ,
"This does not mean that repairs
have been completed on all stretches
of highway damaged by the freez-
ing thawing of the winter months."
Maintenance Director Forrest John-
son said. "However. with the im-
nroved weather conditions the roads
nnee more can stand the maximum
limits without further appreciable
damage."
Johnson said a damage repair
program expected to rost at lea3t
$3.000,000 already has been atarted.
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WHITE ENAMELED, RID MIA.
MOLDS 10 QUARTS! A113731
REG. $1.59 SLASHED TO
$1.35
IRONING BOARD PAD
( non u rankle i
.51
DRAIN HOSE, 5-ft for washing
machines . . .
.75
CLOTHES LLNE, 75-foot, rust
resistant
.25
SINK STRALNER, unbreakable
.29
KEEP COOL!
ELECTRIC FAN
VAW ES
8-inch standard Enamel base,
blades; chrome raard . . . .
3.75
10-inch DELUXE Oscillating
type; effeeient . .
10.95
1Z-inch Ohl ILLA 11NC: ,Ihree
speeds, non-slip clutch . . .
19.95
R11127
GARDEN
HOE REG edit
1 0 8
 AA
New Location
The Most Amazin4 Announcement of
Tire 4004 Ever Made/
Mr7 #49
BECAUSE
DAVIS TIRE ENGINEERS
Develop The fIRSTond ONLY
ACCIDENTS ON CURVES Will Kill OR
INJURE 123 OCO PEOPLE TmiS YEAR
AO SA, Tr-
nRe!
GUARANTEED 2 FULL YEARS
Sin cog x Oilier Sins
fr,AsY TERMs
13.75
PLUS TAX
- 1034 A UTOALATIC "INVISISLV
cuevuoinmes (see Allem(AA. rme ROAD INSTANTLY . .
CAN SA vE YCL'R LUIS ON A
sorrier CUltV El
1948 Westline LAWN MOWrit
SMOOTM RUNNING, EASY TO PANDLEI
PASI•CUTTING S BLADE REEL IT
FULLY GUARANTFED,
eANISTER OET
GAY, COLORFUL ...
KEEPS SUPPLIES
FRESH. Klums$
DANDELION
weeE
Broom Rake, 56-inch
Rakes, Combs, No
Roots Torn.
Garden Hose, 25 ft.
Seamless rubber,
Pord-Ply. 1.15
17.45
55 5
SEE US FOR
FISHING NEEDSI
Fishing Outfit
COMPUTE. 3VR5R411 .
Casting Rod
Aluminium WR72111 .
Minnow Bag
CANVAS IP/11.174 
Casting Lints
12411 TEST, so
YDS. SVRTRO2
Tackle Box
POCKET. wenn 
Bass Bug, Frogs
ASSTD. COLORS.
As, ftwaa_a_ MAI
Sel•eiler-
beek., sinkers, fleets, Slimes
slogs, flies, reels, reds, ete..
eft
lowest Prkesi
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.79
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.43
.35
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204 Commercial Avenue
PHONE 28 FULTON, KY.*
HOMED OWNED AND OPERATED BY
LEROY LATTA
It's good news---money saving news! Big, varied
stocks of fresh, new merchandise for your car,
home, farm, recreation, and personal needs: Na-
tionally famous Western Auto Brands of guaran-
teed quality! Day in, day out savings! Friendly
service Come in, Folks. Let's get acquainted. -
t si OUR FAST P41 PI AN
IT PLAYS TWELVE 10" OR
TEN 12" RECORDS,
BEALITIFUt CABINET OF
SELECT wALNuT
VENEERS.
4c FACDEIN TUBES
PLUS RECTiFIER,
EASYTOPULL DRAWER CON.
CEATS RECORD CHANGER SUPER.
HETERODYNE CIRCLIIT BROAD
CASTS 'RON FAR AND NEAR
TONE OUAL1Ty TOUND ONLY IN
HIGHER PRICED RADIOS.
01441
134.50
FREE PRIZES
ON OPENING DAY
P\12.0WW"\14"N"Vol,2 4MV,Wit\I)01.Ak./ ..3A2o.Vik‘94'0W1).1)41
204 COMMERCIAL
AVENUE
(
WESTERN FLYER I
SAT/SRED OWNERS!
NO WONDER SO MANY PREFER
WESTERN FLYER . WITH ITS
SLEEK STREAMLINED BEAUTY
PLUS STURDY "LIFETIME ' CON-
STRUCTION! FULL-CROWN FEN-
DERS, DAVIS BALLOON TIRES.
FULLY GUARANTEED! F2100, 1
LIBERAL TRADE-IN
for YOUR OLD BIKE!
it /4 11 tribryi,
(if •66o
Ad' .14
Or', WS
'-te*celosee
0 k:4A
tr."
First Prize CASTING ROD 1
Second Prize 
 
 
CASTING REEL
Third Prize ELECTRIC IRON
Fourth P:ize METAL SANITARY CAN
AWARDING 4:00 P. M. SATURDAY
FREE SOUVENIRS FOR 'THE KIDDIES!
Come in and get acquainted . . . get eligible for
these prizes.
OR
'EEDSI
1'9
.79
145
.90
.43
.35
Roan
s, 0.1.•
for Your
OLD BATTERY
on o
WI ZARD DELUXE
GuARANreeD
2-FuLLYIARs.
GIVES LONGER STRONGER SPINNING
POWER. SEASON AFTER SEASON-
EQUALS HIGH COST BATTERIES!
frost NIL sop
FOR MOST POPULAR CARS
Only $11.35
(with old battery)
I ()NG TYPE FOR G. M.'s
$14.85 and old battery
og
C PLIERS
25
GET YOURS
for ONLY.
SIRK
$4 DOWN
Boys or Girl Model
39.45 up
SMART, LONG-WEAR
EATCOVERS
NM TO GET OUT WE'VE
GOT 'EM!.. AT A SAVING,
Too! FIRKSMooTH,C01.-ORT-KPOR01/5-wEAVE
FIBER WITH PURABLE
LEATHERETTE TRIM.
N 3101- SSC*
STYLES FOR MOST
CARS AS LOW AS...
*COOTS olit
CoAcH FROsT9
Heavy Dtdy
TRAILER
HITCH
Easily Attached
$2.85
Sensohiwo/Neos
QWIK•oCHEK
Window- PLUG
SHOWS YOU
JUST WHEN TO
ADD WATERI NO
NEED TO RE.
MOVE PLUG!
ANOTHER WIZARD
"EXTRA" AT NO
ADDED COSTI
riityve HERE
LJGHTERS
FOR ALL
CARS/
Complete automatic light•
er for all ears 
1.75
Automatic lighter head on-
ly, for most cars . . . .
1.19
Heating element for most
ighters 
995
flEX/81E
STEEL MU
VUTTY
KNIFE
12c
Vl'orth 51.00 65e
fAhl°°S -CAVIS OELUXE
2 Days
Only
BIKE TIRE &TUBE
For this one low price, 2 DAYS
ONLY . . . .
189
15-ICNIC and
OUTING NEEDS
st,ASHED!
FOLDING GRILL
Charcoal or Wood
$2.05
THERMIC JUG, Gallon size
$2.69
OUTDOOR BROILER,
24-inch handle
67c
PORTABLE ICE BOX
$6.20
BARBECUE FORK, 2-prong
25c
SOFTBALL, 12-inch
$1.09
SOFTBALL. BAT, official size
98c
TENNIS Racket, balanced, 9-ply
$4.45
BALL GLOVE, built-in pocket
$5.05
AUTO PARTS
tri BIG SAVINGS!
WHY PAY HIGH PRIM ELSEWHERE WHEN YOU DON'T
HAVE TO? ALL OUR PARTS ARE GUARANTEED TO FIT
PERFECTLY AND GIVE COMPLETE SATISFACTION ...
.OR YOUR MONEY BACK! SEE TYPICAL SAVINGS BELOW:
MUFFLERS for Chevs. '40-47. IGNITION POINT SETS forList price 6.75 Chevs. '35-40. List Price 65cOUR LOW PRICH:
30c
FEEL PUMPS for Fords. '32-40.
54.10
FAN BELTS for Fords '32-47Chevs. '34-47. Exch. List 6145 List $2.15to. $9.25.
89c$1.68
GENERATORS for Chev. '34-39CLITTCR PLATES for Forda
'34-47. List 95.95. most. Exch. List price stz.se each
Expertly rebuilt, fully guaranteedOUR LOW Price:1.00 $3.05 Each $8.15
_ ,
I ,Services For C. L. Drysdale
r Held Last Sunday
i After several months' of seriousillness C. L. Drysdale, prominent!local farmer and dairyman, died at
.his hcme on the Middle Road Fri-i day, April 9.. ... ,,
1 Funeral services weie held Sun-Iday, April 11 at the. First Baptist
'church in Fultoii where lVIr. Drys-
'dale held memoership. Rev. JamesHeisner, pastor, and Rev. Walter E.
'Mischkeepastor of the First Melitod-
,Ist church officiated. Burial was inthe Greenlea eemetery.
Mr. Drysdale lived 'his entire lifein and aroand Palestine community
where 'he was most active in com-
munity affairs. He was born Deceni-'Sarah Wright and Andrew Drysdale.Sarah Wright and Andrew Drysadle.
' He was a member of the FarmBureau and had long been identified
with better farming practices. In1930 he was one of eight men in
Kentucky awarded the honor-
 OtMaster Farmer in the State.
Mr. Drysdale is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Euniee Drysdale, onedaughter, Mrs. Perry Capelle ofNew Orleans, La., several neices
and nephews and many friends.1
PITTMAN. Mrs. Mary Louisa, 87,
April 12 at her home one mile south
of Lynnville after an illness Of six
weeks.
Funeral services were held April
14 at 2 p. m. at the Lynnville Meth-
odist church with Rev. Fred Alex-.
ander, pastor, officiating. Burial
was in the Cook remetery..
She is surviVed by five daugh-
ters, Mrs. Ada Connor, Fulton, Mrs.
Sylvester Cox of Ozark, Ill., Mrs.
Charlie .Brooks of Lynnville, Mrs.
'Maggie McCuan of Lynnville, and
Mrs. Tam Morris of Lynnville; three
sons, Ed Pittman of Mayfield, L.H.
Pittman of Fairbanks, Ky., and
Alvis Pittman of Lynnville; 17
grandchildren; 25 great-grandchil-
dren, and 10 great-great-grand
children.
Bowers Community Club
Meets At Jenkin's Home
There werc 25 members and three
visitors present on Friday, April 2
when the Bowers Community Club
,rnet at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
'Ernest Jenkins.
Mrs. John Farabo, president, call-
ed the meeting to (Atter at 11 a.m.
The roll was called and the devo-
tional service was led by Mrs. Sam
Holman.
At noon a delightful luncheon
was served buffet style and at 1:03
p.m. the regular business session
of the club was resumed. Mrs. El-
mer Shaw was welcomed as a new
member.
The club adjourned at 3 p.m. The
next meeting will be held May 7
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Hugh
Alit ins.
COLOR.ED NEWS
Last Tuesday night Rev. Strick-
land and his radio group rendered
a splendid progra mat Bell's Chap-
el C. M, E. church. It was sponsored
by the choir and was well attended.
Rev. L. G. Garrett, P. E. held his
3rd quarter conference with us Sun-
day April 11.
Rev. and 1VIrs.,J. H. Stewart, Mrs.
M. B. Hamilton, Mrs. T. D. Mor-
ris, King Branch and Hall Chambers
attended the Bishop and 'presiding
elders council of the.Evansville dis-
tri.e.t which was held at Earlington,
Ky., April 12. Mr. Chambers made
an arousing speech to the council
which was commented on by all
ministers present. An elaborate din-
ner was served by the local con-
gregation.
Bell's Chapel is sponsoring a
Spring Musicale Tea at the South
Fulton Rosenwald school Sunday,
Aprl 18. The public -is invited to
spend an enjoyable afternoon from
4 to 7 p. m.
Thelma Lester left Sunday night
for Washington, D. C., on business
for the church.
Orzelile Mason, president of Bell's
Chapel Usher Board, has returned
home after a successful operation
at Haws Clinic.
John Gorman is recuperating at
home after a slight illness.
George Mayes is spending his va-
-ation in Tupelo, Miss., with his
wife who iyas been at the bedside
of her sick mother for several
rnonths.
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Goodwill Industries
To Aid All State's
Handicapped Persons
mt. Goodwill Industries of Ken-
tucky, located at Louisville, existsfor the benefit of the handicapped
men and women of elle state whofeel that they are capable of earn-ing the:r own living. With enlart-
e.d facilities and plans for opening
retail stores in various sections of
the -state, the industry is now at-
tempting to take on hanclicappel
persons hroughout Kentucky.
Goodwill is a non-profit organzia-
tion, eighty percent self-sufficient
from the the renovation of discard-
ed .materials. These discards, no
longer of use to their owners, are
donated to Goodwill where th
handicapped workers make usable
products of them. These prod.ucts,
which include everything from
clothing to house furnishings, are
Jhen placed in the Goodwill stores
and sold at a low price'to the man ,
who cannot afford to buy new ma-
terials.
It is evident that through the
Goodwill services a burden is re-
,moved from the shoulders of the re-
lief agencies. The handicapped per-t
sons connected with Goodwill no
longer need seek relief for they are
given the opportunity to become
self-supporting.
Therefore the services at Good-
will Industries are threefold. They
give the handicapped a chance at
happiness, provide goods for the
poor at low cost, and relieve so-
ciety of the responsibility of sup-
porting the handicapped through
charity.
The more Contributions of dis-
carded. goods to this industry the
greater will be the service. With
this realization Goodwill is making
every attempt to obtain as ,manv
contributors to the industry as pos-
sible. Send your discards Express
Collett to Kentucky Goodwill In-
dustries, Louisville.
, .
Suggestect motto for any one of
20 million home gardeners: "I can
and will make a garden; and I will
then can."
State Demos Invited
To State Conference
Anent Civil Rights
-  .
Jackson, Miss., (Special) 'Any
Democrat in The Unietd States who
believes in States' Rights and- who
opposes the so-called "civil rights"
program fostered by President
Truman and other Democratic par-
ty leaders, is eligible to register and
attend the Conference of States' ,
Rights Democrats called for Jack-
son, Miss., May .0, Chairman Her-
bert Holmes of the Mississippi
State Democratic Executive com-
mittee, said today.
In response to telegrams, letters
and telephone calls asking about
qualifications, Judge Holmes said
that call for the conference-signedjointly by himself and Arthur L.
Adams, chairman of the Arkan-
sas State Democratic Executive
committee--"who feel as we do,'
and who register prior to the meet-ing with the Mississippi State Dem-
ocratic Party, P. O. Box 919, Jack-
stn, Mississippi.
Blank registration forms are now
being printed, Chairman Holmes
said, and will be sent upon applica-
tion to any Democrat, not only in
the South but in any part of the
United States. If no blank form is
available, Judge Holmes said a let-
ter addressed to "Mississippi State
Democratic Party, Box 919, Jack-
son, Miss.," wlil serve, so long as
the applicant is seriously interested
in tre States' Rights movement.
Registration forms are to be dis-
tributed to Democratic leaders of
all states as soon as they are avail-
able. From the registrations filed,
the Mississippi Committee will be
able to make local arrangements for
housing, seating at the convention
and other matters.
Since this is, as described in the
call, a :meeting of "volunteer eiti
zens" who feel deeply about the
States' Rights question, Judge
Holmes said registrants do not have
to be electeel by a group or a party
meeting; but they must be regis-
Democratic Party in Jackson prior
to the opening of the Conference on
May 10.
1.1 S CONTP.O.tEr0
CHICKS from
KENTUCKY
HATCHERY -
Cadets • • PULL OF LIFIL'• from bre.d.
=lad dr rich ble•••••••
lampsetal ran ••11.9 uniform,
IMIsa 111•61Asmum1. Seas4
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SEE US NOW FOR HOME-GROWN U. S. 13 CERTIFIED SEED
CORN
-All ORDERS READY FOR DELIVERY.
DEALERS-Ky. Hdw. & Impl. Co., Fulton, Ry.
A. C. rsutts & Sons, Fulton, Reed Bros. Mill, Fulton.
Arrington Grocery, Cayce; Pickett Grocery, Hickman; Middle-
ton Store, Lower Bottom and Bailey Stovall, Rives, Teen.
CH AS. E.WRIGHT, Route 1 Fulton,Ky•
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There is . . . noihing that keeps the heart young likesympathy, like giving oneself with enthusiasm to someworthy thing or cause.—Anonymous.
Alcoholics Anonymous
- We pause today to take off our bonnet to an organi-
zation operating locally that has clone an heroic woik here
• in saving souls, where the medical profession, -the clergy
and the faniily has failed miserably in mani, instances. That
organization is the local group of Alcoholics Anonymous,
working quietly, unobtrusive_ly and effectively to cure the
disease of alcohNlism, which heretofore has been branded
. almost an4ignant-b.y- the' -metlical -.profession:—
Alcoholics Anon3.-mous is an informal fellowship of a-
bout 59,000 former alcoholic men and women who are-to be
Tound banded together as groups in about 1959 American and
Canadian communities, these groups ranging in size from-
half a dozen to many hundreds in individuals. The oldest
members Jcave been sober eight to nearly seventeen years. Of
those sincerely willing to stop drinking about 50 percent
have done so at once,_ 25 percent after a few relapses, and
most of the remainder have improved. It is probable that
half of the members, had they not been drinkers, would
have appeared in ordinary life to be normal people. The other
half would have appeared as more or less pronounced neu-
rotics.
Alcoholics Anonymous or 'AA," popularly so called.
lias but one purpose—orte objective only—''to help other al-
coholics to recover from their illness.'
Nothing is asked of the alcoholic -approaching them save
a desire on his part to get well. He subscribes to no mem-bership requirements—no fees or dues—nor is a belief
any particular point of view, medical or religious, demanded
of him. As a group they take no position on any controversial
question. Emphatically they are not evangelists or reformers.
Being alcoholics who have recovered, they aim to help
only those who want to get well.
Although it is too early to state that Alcoholics Anony-
mous is the definitive answer to alcoholism, its brief record isimpressive and it is receiving hopeful support, John D.,Rock-efeller, Jr., helped defray the expense of gettihg it.startedhas gone out of his way to get other prominent men in-
terested.
Rocketfelle's gift was a small one, in deference tO theinsistence of the originators that the movement be kept on a
voluntary, nonpaid basis. There are no salaried organizers.
no dues, no officers and no central control. Locally, the rent4
of assembly halls are inet by passing the hat at meetings. In
small communities no collections are taken, as the gatherings
are held in private homes. A small office in downtown NewWA( acts merely as a eiearinghouse for information. Thereis no name on the door and mail is received anonymouslythrough BoX 459, Grand Central Annex post office. The onlyincome. which is money received from the sale of a bookdescribing the work, is handled by the Alcoholic Foundation,
a board composed of three alcoholics and four nonalcoholics.
The men‘ in Fulton who are vcorking daily and dili-gently with the AA group you all know. They would not have
us print their names or their accomplishments, but working
with thern in their promotion work as we have we can saythat a group of more acutely intelligent persons has hardly
ever banded together here.
On April 20 an open meeting of the local AA groupwill be field in the court room of the City Hall. The principalspeaker, will be a former State senator; a member of tileWest Kentucky AA group. The meeting will begin at eighto'clock and is open to the public. Were going to that meetingand hope sincerely that 3-ou will accept their invitation toattend.
Town Meetings Would Help Here
Old-fashioned town meetings, at which citizens get
together and discuss what is wrong with their places (.1
abode and make plans to do the needful, for decency, self re-
spect and progress, are coming back into vogue with a newlook and some modern designs.
Without doubt, a few such gatherings in Fulton wouldprove helpful.
It is well known that most of us human beings reduc,
our worries through intelligent discussion with friends, neigh-bors, loved ones and preacher. In fact, we sometimes thinitthere is an overwhelming tendency upon the part of mam•folk to shift their troubles by talking about them to all and
sundry who will listen.
In the case of towns that are in the doldrums, usuallybecause of complacency with the out-mode4status quo and
since everybody's business is nobody's business, town meet-4ngs have proven most effective in bringing general rec-
-I:ignition of conditions and paving the way for needed action.
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THE. common tasks are beautiful if we
I Have eyes to see their shining ministry.
The plowman with his share deep in the10.1111.
The carpenter whose skilled hands boild ahome.
The gardener working with reluctant sod.Faithful to his partnership with God—
These are the artisans of life. and oh.
A woman with her eyes and cheeks aglow,
Watching a kettle. tending a scarlet flame.Guarding • little child—there is no name
For these great ministries. and eyes are dullThat do not see that they are beautiful.
That do not see within the common tasksThe simple answer to the thing God asksOf any child. a pride within His breast:That at our given work wa do our best.
wedeap
by
GEORGE ALLEY
There is no "Oft in the stilly
night ' far the sleepers of Fulton.
There is no stilly night, just frag-
mentary intervals of quiet. Only
champion sleepers have any hopes
for nightly rest with all the clam-
or that's set up by the machinery
of two rail lines that intersect al-
most in the heart of the gity. What
a good night's repose the hotel of-fers so unwisely built along the
tracks. Johnie Cavender's name for
the place is most apt—"Hotel In-
somnia." Ears that are brought up
on the sonic diet of our nightly din
should find no other place on earth
so noisy as to deprive the owners
of their sleep.
Nightly the air over- Fulton is
' 44
't61,$)
A i;
rent with the blasts of snorting
lelectric trumpets from one or the
other of the streamliners which
shuttle through the heart of our
city. Sleep? Through all this caco-
phony of s.creaming hoots• Add to
this newly acquired disturbance
the tintinnabulations of switch-en-
gine bells and moans of cattle when
trains are being assembled from
the loaded cars from the stockpens
—no known anodyne can counter-
act such bedlam. The deaf and the
champions alone can sleep.
There'c for example that eastbound through freight that comes a-
long about 3:00 a.m. using its tilt-
ed back whistle full blast as a form
of jet propulsion to aid in climbing
,Terry Hill. However there is this
point in its favor. It just blow'sfrom Pierce Station to Water Val-
ley while the streamliners open tin
at Gibbs and cease squalling at a-
bout Mayfield!.
Ah, what a difference from hal-
cyon days of long ago when thc
-Mt
•
JUST STEP ON TUE GAS ...
AN
It's tomorrow's kind of driving . . . in tomorrow's kind of cad
There's no clutch pushing, no gear shifting, when you go the
Futuramic, Hydra-Matic• way. For en Intra buret of pick-up, just
step all the way down on the accelerator. WHIRLAWAY does the
rent . . . shooting you ahead with an instant flood of power. It's
perfect for pa.ssing ... ideal for hills ... vital for emergencies!
The Oldsmobile "98" is far ahead of the times in ultra•moderadesign, too. It's new! It's different! 'It's FUTURAMIC!
engine crew could play
checkers in the Henry Knight res-taurant for the rest of the night,
once the Dixie Flier and the mid--
eight train to Louisville had been
attended to! No need tor booster
engines then. Paul Chandler couldtake old 604 and from a standing
start at the depot ease -the longestfreight over the McConnel hill andhave steam enough to blow a. mel-low serenade to his wife as he deft •ly played w,th the whistle cord He
could almost sound the words,
"Good night, Bettie " be blew the
engineer s love call to Bettie Mc-Dade, his bride.
It wa§ common custom then for abrakeman or conductor to swing oftthe head end of a south boundfreight, be served a cup of Java
and a ham sandwich by Ed Roach-
or Ed Gholson at Knight's and then
swing aboard the speeding caboose
with one hand while the other
-Ditched his sack of doughnuts!Such railroading belongs to a gold-
en era of the past when trains werefew and nights were quiet; w.hen a
virtuoso rode in"every engine cab,
an artist with the whistle coml.There were then undistrubing mel-
odies and sweet railroad music from
a locomotive's whistle—and a man
could get hs rest.
A dollai unburned is a dollar
earned; prevene farm fires.
Four-il Club members taking
yard improvement a.; a proi:2,:t
realize that. one's surroundings arc
as important as the company hekeeps.
DR.Quiz coNoucrro4,EASLEY &
HARDY
‘170 BE ELIGIBLE TO BE
PRESIDENT OF THE US., ONE
MUST 6E How OLD ?
A 29 Rs 0+
B. 3o YiZs
C 3 5 Y R.S
D. 40 YRS
alOw MANY ROU.S ARE
IN A "BAKERS' DOZEN
4,,e A. NONE
B TwiLV1
C. ThiRTBEW
• surrerN
OW MANY DAYS AND MIMS
DID IT RAIN ON NOAH'S ARK?
/ A. 40 C. 21
5. 20 11 30
• 11.11.1M11111 111.111101 RIC Of Ig0
^
If you want your clothes to be really clean, bring them to theQUICK SERVICE LAUNDERALL. If you want to know theanswers to the above questions, they are: 35 years, Thirteen,40 days and nites.
QUICK SERVICE
LAUNDERALL
- 156 WEST STATE UNE. FULTON, KY.
oto"ic'
OLDSMOBILE
FOR 1948
• Rydra-Matic Drive, whit. eldevrall Ursa optimal at antra mil
SEE ro u it NEAREST OLDSMOBILE DEALER
KENTUCKY MOTOR COMPANY
210 East State Line Ful ton Phone 1005
4
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FULTON OFFERS A CARNIVAL OF HITS
We Fill All
DOCTOrth
Prescriptions
Bring your next one to us for prompt,
s.
-
;
1
accurate, friendly service!
OWL DRUG STORE
436 LAKE ST. PHONE 160
HOLLINGSWORTH CANDIES
Helena Rubinstein Toiletries
WE DELIVER
Lead the
Parade
With a New
PERMANENT!
K & T BEAUTY SALON
Martin Highway
Phone 1217 for Appointment
I
We are featuring SMART NEW
HAIR styles for Spring! Get the "New
Look." Phone for appointment today.
.J.......,irszwirninis ,..nclimoirtrinameirdrr,..
Follow The
Parade
of Satisfied
Customers
Down to
MILTON TUCKER'S
CREAM STATION
"'We pay highest market prices."
111 E. State Line Phone 62
" Your DeLaval Dealer"
1111231111141411111131101111111111111111111011111MINIMMIIMINBRIMMIIIIM1111111
1"40°
4//r."
The most modern restau-
rant in the mid-south.
Have you visited us late-
ly?
SMITH'S
CAFE
Illialliintuw9IIHRIONNMORROMIUMaliguitagame,
'FULTON]
;
1
SUNDAY
MON - TUES
April 18-19-20
SHOW TIMESI(SUN.) 1:15 4:53 7:11 9;31
,
LAIJGH-FUL OF STARS!-TRULY SIDE-SPLITTING!
14(
4- 4( it
• 4( e
'L3
Smart Parents
Buy
POLLY
PARROTT
SHOES
FOR GROWING FEET!
Springtime is new-shoe time 
may we show you our selection?
ROBERTS STORE
_
E
i
-g-
InithliiIiiiiIrpviJiiii!r!,i.y.;!:1 1,..1,;illqi, ,ii!l'.".;:1111i11111l1111111111111111i..ii.
436 Lake Street
Spring Checkup
Time is Here!
NOW is the time to let us give your
auto a careful going-over for the fine
days ahead! Let us change the oil and
put in QUAKER STATE . . . wash
-0. it, grease it with Quaker State grease,
s check the tires and battery, etc.
DEPENDABLE SERVICE!
Me Picture
asmt seart•a
sgy lit ilempisisl
4111111111111111111101111HAIMMOMMIWAYRIIIIMINSAIRRIORNRIMIRIMismimanami PandEIPRPRODENIIIintill
When You're Too Busy To
Go Shopping—Just
PHONE 75
FOR YOUR GROCERVES
WE LIKE TO BE ACCOMMODATING!
Sawyer's Market
234 East 4ih
BROWDER SERVICE STATION
East State Line
NOW -- At Your
Favorite Store!
Meet
Dr.Wells
Fine Whiskies
Wines
Meet The
'talk o'the town'
THE LARGEST
THE MOST COM-
PLETE . . . !
stocks of fine liquors
in Western Kentucky.
Liquers Gins
Brandies Rums
FORD
LIQUOR STORE
Lake Street (extension) near viaduct
Phone 1100
umemsuilimmusaft 
Fulton
tessmesslassesursourammetansim le,, m., .1,!.1,,,,,“:7!,,Nrilimmoimpreirmissemenreigsrmormoitimmoosmsess
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AUSTIN SPRINGS
The condition of uncle J. Vin-
cent was reported some worse the
past week.
Mr: and Mrs..Luney Rlurrell, Mrs.
Ellie Smoot, 'and son, Ernest , of
Akron, O., were here for the fu-
neral and burial of Mrs. Smoot's sis-
ter, Mrs. Grant Bynum. They will
return this week.
Little Lister Lassiter is now able
to walk again. Have been lain up
with a lame limb, the results of a
burn several weelii ago and measles
malady.
B. L. Doron continues to improve
since his return from Ball Clinic
Excelsior Springs, Mo. He is now
able to be out some.
Bev. Jack McClain will fill his
regular appointment at Salem Bap-
tist .church on next Sunday.
Mrs. William Johnson has been
on the sick list, but is ,reported bet-
ter at this writing.
Funeral services were held at
• Knob Creek, Church of Christ the
past Saturday afternoon. Rev.
Charles Houser officiating for Mrl.
Zilphia Elizabeth Bynum, who died
at 4:30 p. .m. Thursday at Haws
Hospital after a long illness. She
was 64 years old.
The deceased spent most of her
life here and was a daughter of the
late John A. and Margrett Frields.
Zhe accepted the Savior early in
life at the age of 16 and united with
Knob Creek Church of Christ where ,
she still held membership.
She was a consecrated Christian
holding to all the high ideals in
life, her family and home where
she will be greatly missed.
She was united in marriage to
Grant Bynum in the year of 1909
and to this union three children
were born, two daughters and a son.
She is survived lay her coMpanion
daughters, . Miss Margrette By
num, two brothers. Edd and Irvin
Frields all of Dukedom and two
sisters. Mrs. Ella Smoot, Akron.
O., and "Mrs. Will Abernathy, Mar-
tinsberg, Mo.
Burial under the direction of 'V' Jr., are patients at Haws LATHAM 'Jackson Brothel's Funeral Home and Hospital. Freddie a victim of pne,.i-jnterment at Acree cemetery. - monia and Pattie a deep chest co1,1. AND BIBLE UNIONDeep syMpathy is extencicd the Both have been very sick and we 'Mr. and Mrs, Paul Nanney areheart broken family and all be- hope each of them a soon recover'••• the proud oarchts of a new banyreaved ones. Uttle Koren Gayle Frields Spent ;.;:r1 °born last week at the Ful-Patrk:ia zmd Freddie, Ray McCoy nilSt week witlit your writer ani ton hospital.
.children of Mr. and Mrs. Frecl Our school has had venetian
Is Visitor Here
Tom Stewart, United States Senator from Tennessee who was adistinguished in Fulton and South Fulton on last Saturday.(Story on Page One,/
IT ISN'T TOO LATE
TO GET
BABY CHICKS
NOW
AND HAVE
LAYERS BY FALL
HAINES OFF MONDAYS, WEDNESDAYS
AND THURSDAYS
Fulton Hatchery
STATE LINE ST. PHONE 483 FULTON, HY.
tal for a week recently for blood
.ransfusions and penicillin. It is
at home now lout not doing much
good.
Mrs. Verbil Lochridge was away
from the lunch room two days last
week attending the funeral of her
brother, Cecil Quarles of Martin.
Mrs. Em Griffin substituted for her
in the lunch room.
Lightning struck a tree behinci
the house at Mrs. Mintie Wheeler's
Sunday night giving the • families
there in quite a shock. A doctor was
called for J. W. Foster due to the
nervous shock.
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Stephens
and son Of Memphis are visiting Mr.
and Mrs. Z. C. Wheeler in Latha.n
this week.
The following visited Mrs. Lula
Jones over the week end. Her son-
in law from Chicago, 111.her son,
Arval from Millington and her
brother, Jim Rea from Illinois.
Billy Rea, one of our pupils who
went to Detroit, Mich., to live has
ioined the army and is in training
in California.
Neal Ross and Bill Brown are
making good progress on new brick
homes.
Dan Parker and Mr. and Mrs.
Boots Garner left for Lansing, Mich.
last Sunday morning.
4.41.4414.0.414,••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Men! Here they are!
NEW PATTERNS ... NEW STYLES
IN SPRING AND SU1VIMER
SLACKS
For comfort, yet smart appearance, get
yourself several pairs of slacks. Ours
are styled for real comfort ... stitched to
keep their well-pressed look. Regular
belt loops, cuff bottoms.
Your choice of gabardines, shark-skins,
light wools; all the basic colors arid pat-
terns.
7.00 ±° 13.50
FORD
CLOTHING CO.
414 Lake St.
•hades installed recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Wray have
,ved into the -house vacated by
ISIX KEYS TO MENTAL HEALTH: MEET
REALITY WITH ZEST, SAYS SPECIALIST
Maintaining mental health is a ly, the processes described takeproblem each one of us has to face , place, for the mist part, pretty au-for outselves. Our •thoughts, feel- 'tomatically. It is important, how-ings, and acts must conform to real- ever, that we do not kick ourselvesIty and the conventions o the com- ' around that we take a relaxed,munity. We must act purposefully 
'friendly, humorous attitude towardtoward realizable and socially con- ourselves.' 
.sructive gOals. We must get satis- , ,faction from our experieices and
live life with zest. These guides to
sanity are useful for sorting out
those Who are seriously maladjust-
ed from those who are relatively
11 b 1 ed fi C Bi
Woodson Morris of San Antonio,Tex., has arrived in Fulton to at-tend the bedside of his mother, Mrs.
W. W. Morris, who is seriously ill
at her home on West State Line.we a anc says r. arl ng-
er, noted practicing psychiatdist.
"In the field of human behavior Mr. and Mrs. Robert Witty of
we use the word normal to char-
acterize whatever falls within the
conventionally accepted range of
behavior. But in a consideration ot
mental kealth, we will do better
to leave out such concepts as nor-
mal and abnormal and look at men-
tal health relatively.
'•The first important variabl is
the cultural setting in which the
individual exists. And accordingly
the first proposition is that mental
health cansists in a,sertain degree,
of conformity with the cultural
patterns, of the community.
-For example, a Yankee farmer
who sold his daughter in marriage
in exchange for a prize bull would
be guilty of a callousness and an in-
humanity at variance with the
mores of his group. But an African
tribesman, perhaps no loss devoted
to his daughter. might receive con-
gratulations for having driven
shrewd bargain.
Our feelings. thoughts and aet
inust exhibit a certain appropriate-
ness. In other words, they must cor-
respond in more or less degree not
only to group standards, but to an
outer reality. Ekamplei of in ap-
propriate thought and feelings
which are pointers to -mental ill
haalth: Unaccountable, fears and
phogias. Nzarre and unwelcome ob-
sessive thoughts, animosities an.1
nreiticiie,s based on subjevtiVe feel-
ings with little relation to fact.
• !1:••
to the thi•ei Our act.,
must he cireeted trAvard a realizable
goal however remote and thatrt Walker. Thomas is now ent- means we employ must be adaptcd
,,,ved by Basil Hawks. toward achieving the goal.The small infant of Mr. and Mrs. The maintenance of mental health; 'hie Wray was in the Fulton Hos-' depends upon the capatity for get—
ting pleasure and satisfaction from
what we experience. But there are
many situations in life when we are
denied pleasure. This is often a su-
preme test of mental health: the
ability to wthstand frustration and
denial.
"Perhaps you have got the im-
pression that keeping one's mental
health is a tricky business. A.c.tual-
place, for the most, part pretty
Jackson, Tenn.. attended the fu-
neral of hei• aunt, Miss Molly Frens-
ley held Saturday at Bethelhem.
Laurence }Tolland is attending thc!
K. E. A. meeting in Louisville this
week.
Mrs. Clifford Shields and little
daughter, Dorothea, have returned
from Paducah where they spent
the week end. They were accom-
panied home hy her parents and
grand mother, Mr. and Mrs. W. D.
, Warren and Mrs. V. A. Sandy.
Mrs. J. D. White has returned
from a months visit with her sister
and brother, Miss Gertrude Murphy
and Bob Murphy in Chicago.
BROOKS BUS I INE
Direct Route Between
KENTUCKY and MICHIGAN
Announcing the Arrival of New- 1948
Flexible "Clipper" Coaches
- NOW IN SERVICE. .
These new cat-ties were built pnd equipped.to our specifi-
ntions. The entire thought behind specially equipped
:oach was passenger comfort and wive ence.
RADIO EQUIPPED FOR YOUR PLEASURE
--- DAILY SCHEDULES
Thi. regular schedule leaves Fulton every day at 10:3, a. re
inu arrives in Detroit at 5:45 in the morning. (Detroit flirty.)
ALT.. WATS ARE NUNIBERED AND RESERVED. YOU ARE
ASSURED OF YOUR SEAT ALL THE WAY. NO GUESSING
YOU KNOW EXACT LOCATION OF YOUR SEAT.
Call UNION BUS STATION, 44
for reservations and information.
Make Your Reservations Early As Possible
PILLOW SERVICE FOR YOUR COMFORT
-r
LUMBER-IN STOCK
Ai%\
orswiz.... 12
• k.jilis
We have just completed an ex-
tensiv eaddition to our yards
and now carry IN STOCK all
kinds of LUMBER for your
immediate use.
ALL SIZES . . . WIDTHS
LENGTHS
Plywood Wall Board
_ Shingles
Asbestos Siding Roofing Windows
Do that remodeling job on your home now! We have the ma-
terials if you're doing the job yourself---the men if you want us
to do the work. Best quality kiln dried lumber cut to size. There
is no time like the present to do the needed repairs, remodel
and improve your home. Our prices are reasonable---our es-
timates are given promptly without any obligation whatsoever
to you.
A. R. STEPHENS
BUILDING SUPPLIES
307 COLLEGE ST. PHONE 1109
•
1
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Musical Miners
on arh By FRED EMERY
For ten years they've specialized
in the singing of southern moun-
tain ballads over varioua mid-
Turner Brothers
western radio stations. Which
rhould — and does — quality
the Turner Brothers as top-
ranking artists in authentic pre-
sentations of those beloved old-
time American folk tunes.
In fact there's the flavor of
the Mountain South in every-
thing they do, for they are na-
tives of Middlesboro, Kentucky,
down against the Tennessee bord-,
er. Here they completed their
schooling and then went on to
work in the mines scattered about
the vicinity.
But music held much more In-
terest for them than mining —
especially the old ballads that had
been handed down through gen-
erations, so it v.as natural that
they should develop into out-
standing vocal exponents of
mountain music.
Radio called in the form of a
contract to sing over a Knoxville,
Tenn., stations. Early in 1945, the
other stations. Early in 1945, the
Turner Brothers came to WLW,
where their singing is heard on
"Midwestern Hayride," "Top 0'
The Morning" and a 15-minute
show each Sunday morning.
FARM MEMBERS
REMINDED OF BLUE
CROSS ENROILMENT
J. E. Stanford, executive setre-
tary of the Kentucky Farm Bureau
Federation, this week notified Fed-
eration members of the annual April
enrollment of the Blue Cross plan,
which is a part of the rural health
program of the Farm Bureau.
Stanford said "Making Bliie Cross
hospital care available to you is
eur most important contribution to
this program . . . we sincerely hope
all the Farm Bureau members will
avail thernselves of this valuable
service during-the annual sign-up
cempaign in April."
Any Farm Bureau member may
enroll in the Blue Cross plan with-
in 30 days after joining the Bu-
reau. or during the annual enroll-
ment period from April 1 through
30.
Appriximately 20.000 Farm Bu-
reau members already are partici-
pating in the Blue Cross part of
the health program. and have re-
ceived more than $200.000 in paid
hospital bills.
Blue Gross is a non-profit, nation-
wide sponsored by the hospitals as
a protection for the man of modest
income against the heavy cost of
hospital service. It is available to
rural families in • Kentucky only
through the Farm Bureau.
Blue Cross enrollment. including
the Farm Bureau members, is more
than 215.000: the enrollment na-
tionally is over 30.000,000.
SPRATING WITH DDT
SAVES PANTRY FOOD
Homemakers can do a great deal
in saving cereals and other foods
by controlling pests in their pan-
tries. according to Mrs. Pearl Haak;
specialist in foods at the College
of Agrciulture and Home Econom-
ics, University of Kenturky. who
calls attention to a USDA leaflet on
the subject.
The first step in controlling pan-
tr-y pests. such as beetles. roaches.
ants and other insects is to see that
shelves are always free of spinet;
food. Frequent cleaning removes
this source of infestation.
Next, remove all pagkages of
food and spray all the inierior sur-
!faces of the cupboard or .pantry
— _
with a 5 percent DDT solution. Ttie
!crystal deposit -which remains affer
ethe spray has dried will be effec-
ltive for several months, killinglhe
1 inseets coming in contact with the
deposit before they have time to
lay more eggs. When the spray has
dried. the packages may be replaced
on the shelves.
The dry DDT deposit will not
harm food in the packages. Neither
! will it kill insects in food already
infested.
It s recommended that foods be
stored in clean. metal or glass con-
, tainers with tight-fitting lids. Use
I up the contents of one package be-
fore opening another, storing the
unused remained of the open pack-
age in a tightly closed container.
Copies of the leaflet, eSeve Grain
by. Controlling Pantry Pests, ' may
be had from the college at Lex-.
legton.
PERFECT
DIAMOND
RINGS
1-Doubly guaranteed in
writing to be perfect:
registered
in the owner's name;
3-Fully insured agairmt
loss by fire or theft:
4-One uniform national
price on scaled-on tag.
Sere then, al aaa.
A rTHOILIZED
JEWELEX'S
WARREN'S
JEWELRY STORE
1
224 Lake St.
Your Loyalty Dealer in Fulton:
Now Is The Time To Sow
Your Spring Pasture
GET OUR HIGH-QUALITY SEEDS
CLOVERS . •
White, Dutch, Ladino, Red, Alsike,
and Sweet
GRASSES . . .
Bluegrass, Red Top, Timothy, Rye,
Orchard and Kentucky Fescue
ALFALFA
CYCLONE AND HORN SEED SOWERS 
Listen to our program over W.E.N.K.
Monday Thru Friday, 6:30 p. m.
FOR DETAILS OF OUR BIG CONTEST! 
SEED CORN ---- SOY BEANS
ALUMINUM ROOFING
FERTILIZER, BARBED WIRE, PHOSPHATE
A. C. Butts& Sons
East State Line, Fulton Phone 202-J
WEST STATE LINE
Mrs, Edgar Grissom
The enure community was sad-
,' dened Friday evening when C. L.
I Drysdale who lived on the Meddle
!Road past away. He had beeA ill
for three months. He was buried
Sunday afternoon in the Greenlee
cemetery in Fulton. The communi-
ty extends sympathy to Mrs. 4)rys-
dale and daughter.
There was a good attendance at
both the Saturday evening and
Sunday afternoon services at the
State Line Mission. Bro. Earl Baird
of Cayce delivered a fine sermon
Saturday evennig and Bro. Ardell
Simpson preached Sunday after-
noon.
Mrs. Sam Anderson and little
daughter were brought home from
the Haws hospital Sunday.
Bud Fulcher was on the sick list
this past week.
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Grissom
spent a while Sunday with Mr. and
Mrs. Bud Fulcher. •
Mre. Josie Hicks spent Saturday
with her son and family, Mr. and
Mrs. Syle Hicks and children.
COWS PRODUCE WELL
William Adams of the Friend-
ship community in Caldwell coun-
ty told' Farm Agent R. A. Mabry
that he sold an average of 310
pounds of butterfat per cow fie=
10 cov.e in 1947, despite the fact
calves got some of the whole milk.
Mr. Adams sells cream, feeding
the skimmilk to hogs.
Making safety a habit on the farm
and in the home enables farm fam-
ilies to enjoy other habits longer.
Serious Business
Wise homemakers find it eccnom-
ical to buy a large cut of meat, then
use it for several meals. The value.
of the meat, plus the value of the
I fuel eonsumed in cooking a large
cut, is usually considered less than
that required for cooking several
smaller cuts.
Fun With Pork
For an intriguing second-day meal
that follows a pork roast, combine
ground leftover pork with chopped
apple, bread 'crumbs, and egg. Put
this mixture in custard cups or muf-
fin tns, then bake n a 350 degrees F.
oven for 40 mnutes
Corn growing demonstrators who
increased _yields 50 percent last year
harvested an acre and a half within
the space of one acre.
Hint on Stews
Here's an idea for a bit of origi-
. nal flavor in making good winter
stews: when browning the meat for
the stew add about 1-4 cup diced
salt pork, then cook the pork right
in with the stew. The salt pork adds
fullness to the flavor.
; Cheers for pies in wittier menus
I—and other seasons as well! And
'cheers for ideas that lend variety,
too. Her are two, for example: to
crust int nded for apple pie, add
about 1-2 cup grated cheese. And
in crust to be used for peach pie,
use bacon drippings for the short
ening. Fine blenders, both!
- Every year in the United States
rats, eat, destroy, an ddamage 200
million bushels of grain, and "that
ain't hay."
RE- NU SHOE SHOP
Now Operated by FLOYD GARGUS and BEN BARBER
Good Quality at Moderate Cost
Plain toe, heavy sole, Goodyear welt, ma-
hogany and brown. Ten other styles and
colors  7.85 8.85 9.85
WORK SHOES
RAILROAD SPECIAL semi-
dress; heavy sole, double stitched
plain toe, top grain leather.
5.45 t° 8.85
Johnnie Walker, Jr.
Heavy, duty sole, straight
cap, brown and oxblood.
4.85 5.85
EXPERT SHOE REPAIRING
DYEING and REFINISHING
All Work Guaranteed Satisfactory
Playmate
Wing tip and loafer
with strap and buckle
ILong-wearing soles.
3.45
Playmate
Plain toe and wing
tip; reinforced toe, ex-
tra wear!
3.45
Campus Jr. DeLuxe
Three styles: Red a n d
brown. Genuine leather up-
pers, sturdy linings, correct
fit for growing feet!
4.45
Jack
Daniel
Loafers
Brown, Mahogany, Brown and oxblood. Rub-
ber and leather soles.
5.85 6.45 7.85
COMPLETE LINE OF POLISHES
- REMEMBER -
RE- NU SHOE SHOP
FLOYD GARGUS NEXT DOOR TO CITY NATIONAL BANK
•
BEN BARBER
'Let ers To The Editor
Mr. Paul Westpheling,
Fulton tounty News
Fulton, Ky.•
Dear Sir,
'The "V."F.W.'Pdst of thiS city WiSh
a to' express their thanks to you and
your paper for your help in making
our recent Army Day celebration
a wiceess.
We feel that without your co-
operation, the day would haVe been
less a success. Your advance stor-
ies' Ind your discription of- the pa-
rade were fine and we are sure
that thos- in our area who were un-
able to attend received a very good
idea as to what went on here.
Again we thank you.
Very truly yours.
JOE W. TREAS, .
Farm Agent Hugh Hurst of Pu-
laski county told members of 19
4-H clubs that one of the best bank
accounts they could start would be
to set walnut trees, 1,000 of which
could be bought for $2.50, and set
in three or four days of labor. "Fif-
ty years from now," said Hurst,
"ttuse trees probably will be worth
$40,000, if set in good ground. I
know of no better retirement plan
for boys and girls to adopt."
.
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FULTON, KY.
TODAY and TOMORROW
Double Feature
DON BARRY—LYNN ROBERTS
in
THAT'S MY GAL
plus
EARL FYLNN
in
SEA HAWK
Added Cartoon
SUN. - MON. - TUE.
FiriAlpop€EsjeroimiTHEAsTcREverNI
rbalItir HAL ROACHJoe,
caa:4.— 1 COMEDY
!CARN I VALau New! 2m. MORI
WED. - THURS.
Robert Trilor
litydrey 'forum
iisrliert alankall
WA L
Musical and News
:',MOV1ES ARE
IDUCATIONAL!
',cAringing Eye Witness
ot History-
lcaking Events Such as
_Royal Wedding_
ORPHEUM
FULTON, KY.
TONIGHT and TOMORROW
AL (Fuzzy) ST. JOHN '
in
GHOST TOWN
RENEGADES
Cartoon and $erial
SUN. - MON.
SUSAN HAYWORTH
LEE BOWMAN
. in
, SMASH UP
Comedy—"Love In Tune''
TUE. - WED. - THUR.
Double Feature
POWER DARNELL
in
MARK Of ZORO
plus
WILT I 1,31 MARSHALL
ADELE 5IARA
in
BLACKMAIL
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The Woman's Page
LLIZABETH ITTY, Editor, PHONE 926
Pink and Blue Shower
Given For Mrs. Ward
Mrs. William Ward was honored
with -a pink and blue shower on
the afternoon of April 7. by Mrs.
Neal Ward and Elizabeth in their
home on Paschall street.
Spring flowers were used
throughout the house with the living
room decorated in pink and blue.
Contests were enjoyed with Mrs.
Burnett Dossett, Mrs. Eunice Seath,
Mrs. Sue McDaniel and Miss Maly
Anderson winning prizes.
After the honoree opened her
many lovely gifts a sandwich plate
and cold drinks were served by the
hostesses assisted by Mrs. Provine
1rd Mrs. Lancaster.
Those present were Mesdaincl
R. A. Fowlkes Joe Framkum. Ben
ThIden, Emmett C51dwell, Dean
Terrell, Tom Nabors, Jesse Johns.
"aul Howard, Lee Jones. Guaycn
T3rundage and baby,eLewis Bizzle,
r.livis Babb, Harry McKinney and
'-laby, Wendell Coffman. Eunice
f3eath, V. L. Phillips, S. L. Brown,
^,ob McKnight, Clara Kimbrow,
). Patrick. D. L. Nichols and' traby.
Thn E. Lancaster Edgar rovine,
-.mes Byrd. Marshall Rogers and
Winky. MiSSP'S, Doris Winfrey, Mary
Anderson. Sammy Williams, Mary
Frances Roberts. Tommie Nell Gates
Vada Belle Ward all of Fulton
Mesdames Randolph Keith, Burnett
Dossett, George Dossett, Sue Mc-
Daniel and Carolyn of Paducah.
Those sending gifts but unable to
attend were Mesdames Lila Itast.
ings, Virgil Carper, Hubert . Mul-
lins, Kenneth Potts, Russell Sin-
eleton, Homer Wilson, Grace Grace,
Eula Muelford, Emma Hawkins,
Mary Ellen Ashby, Gerald Rachel,
Llelen Allen, Beulah Brundige, L.E.
Mooneyhan, Jr., Mary Humphrey,
Rath Tarver, Roy Nabors. Sam
Tones, William Luther, Jesse Neil
Clinard. and Walter Henderson.
Misses Obera Nabors. Thelma Gold-
en. Zearl Bethel, Margaret Reno,
Lela Allen, Dathal Ruddle. Betty
Toan Rawls, Katheryn Lamb. Lois
Winfrey. Jean Smoot,A dalphus
T,atta and mother all of Fulton. Mrs.
W. S. Dossett and Miss Mildred
Dossett of Padutah, Mrs. E. I.
rirundige of Martin and Mrs. Jodie
naldridge of Sharon.
Mrs. Ward is the foriner Mary
'7,lizabeth Dossatt of Paducah.
Mary Catherine Vinsant
Weds Herman Grymes
In an impressive ceremony Sat-
urday night, April 10 at Idlewood
Presbyterian church in Memphis
Miss Mary Catherine Vinsant, dau-
ghter of Dr. and Mrs. ROirrt Sher-
man Vinsant, was marrie3. to Her-
man (Pat) Grymes, son of Mrs.
Mary Brady Grymes. Dr. Thomas
Kay Young was officiating minister.
The bride was beautiful in her
wedding gown of white satin with
a sweeping court train and full veil
of illusion. Her bouquet v..as white
orchids.
Dressed in quaint frocks of blue
taffeta and carrying varicolored
spring bouquets were the matron
of honor, Mrs. Jane Grymes Fon-
tain, and the maid of °honor, Miss
Sara Young of Clinton, Tenn., Weal:-
ing identical yellow taffeta gowns
were the bridesmaids, Miss Martha
Jayroe. Miss Mildred Seay, Miss
Jane Davidson, and Mrs. Louis J.
Dye of Cranbury, N. J. Mrs: Waltor
Yager, soloist wore a beautiful
gown of white marquisette with
pink roses.
Following the ceremony a re-
cciption was held at the Nineteenth
Century Club. In the receiving line
were Mrs. Vinsant, mother of the
bride, wearing an attractive gown
of marcniisette with a shoulder cor-
'Sage 'of orchids end Mrs. Grymes,
mother of the bride groom, who was
attractive in a dinner gown of soft
blue crepe with white orchids.
The Grymes falpily formerly liv-
ed in Fulton.
Mrs. Fred Homra Hostess
To Club Thursday Evenino
Mrs. Fred Homra was gracious
hostess to the Thursday night bridge
club at her home on Norman street.
Four guests. Mrs. .Jack Snow,
Mrs. Joe Treas. Mrs.„Hugh Mack
McClellan and Miss Virginia Ann
Cannon, were included in the three
tables of members.
At the conclusion of the games of
contract Miss Martha Moore receiv-
ed high score prize for the members
Miss'Cannon received guest high.
The hostess served a party plate.
Members playing were Misses
Moore, Mary Homra, Charlene Mai--
tin. Nell Warren, and Andy Da-
Myer, Mesdames Morgan O'Mar,Ji.,
Clyde Williams, Jr., and J. L. Join,:
Baptist Circle Guests of Jr. •
Mrs T B num in M f' 1 '. y ay le a
Circle No. 7 of the First Baptist
hurch of Fulton rnet Monday at
'be home of Mrs. Tommie Bynum
n Mayfield Mrs. Byrium former-
. a. lived in Fulton and was a mem-
ar of the circle. Twelve member.;
aere present.
The regular business session was
',resided over by the chairman,
Mrs. Clifton Hamlett. Mrs. C. W.
T.awrence of Mayfield opened the
meeting with a prayer. Mrs. Fred
3ondurant gave a report of the con-
-ention held at Owensboro, Ky. Iasi
week.
- Mrs. _James Heisner, program
'aader, presented a very interesting
,rogram. Her topic was "Expans-
-n of the Kingdom."
The meeting vaas closed with a
nrayer by Igles. Bynum.
Lovely refreshments were served
after "the meeting.
Thoae attending from Fulton voere
Mesdamcs Allen Austin, Clifton
Hamlett. J. H. Alfred, C. P. Bowles,
Edgar Provine, Horace Yates, James
'-leisner. Tillman Adams, Fred Bon-
durant, Howard Shaw, Leland Jew-
-ill. Charles McCoy and Mrs..Grov-
ar who was welcomed as a new
member. Mrs. Otis Morris and Mrs.!
C. W. Lawrence of Mayfield were
visitors.
Towii Topics
Littla,,,Judy and Jane Keiser are
ill of chicken poir at the home of
'heir parents, on Norman street.
Mrs. Lynn Steinke of--.4ilemphis is
spending this week voith her par-
nnss. Dr. and Mrs. L. V. Brady on
College street. Mr. Steinke will
spend the week end here.
MI'S. Ward M,cClellan is visiting
'Trs. C'narles Murphy in Memphis.
---
Mrs. J. W. Norman who has been
patient has been dismissed and
s doing nicely at her home East
,T town.
Mrs. Bob Harris is a patient in
Haws Memorial Hospital.
Everett Norman and children of
Dayton, Ohio, who have been at-
tending the bedside of his mother,
Mrs. J. W. Norman have returned
to their home.
Frank Gibbs. who underwent an
operation several weeks ago has
heen dismissed from the Fulton Hos-
pital.
HF..I T ,0 WORLD
Mr. and Mrs. Searles Chalk of
'Nem:This, Tenn., are proud par-
ents nf an eight pounel 14 ounce
,11iTehter. Nance Ann. 1-arn April 5
tbe Bant'st T-Tosnital in Memphis
Mrs. Chalk is the former Anne
Belle Reese of South Fulton.
There are enough hours in the-,
,?lay to do all "must" farm tasks if
labor saving means and methods
are used.
Mrs. Clifton Entertains
Art Depart Saturday
Mrs. L. A. Clifton was gracierrs
hostess to the Art Department of
the Vv'oman's Club Saturday after
noon, April 10th at hcr home on
Cpntral avenue,
Mrs. Clifton, chairman, presided
oyar the business session. The sec-
,
retary-treasurer's report was given
by Mrs. Fred Worth.
, -An interesting program .was giv-
en by Mrs. Joe Beadles, nrcieram
, chairman, who gave an interesting
talk On "Williamsburg" the goy-
, ernor's palace Mrs. Beadles show-
. ed colored pictures and phamplets
of the palace. She described the
' architecture, furnishings and love-
' eardens of the beautiful home.I • -
The hostess served a lovely gar-
den plate to her gnests.
Baby Contest
(Continued from page one)
our purpose just as well. The im-
portant thing is, send it as soon as
possible. We pay for the engrav-
ing so it will entail no expense to
you whatever. We are anxious to
start the pictures as soon as possible
as we know the public will be look-
ing forward. eagerly, to seeing their
favorite s picture looking out at
them from the pages of The News.
We note that many other sections
of the country have been featur-
ing pictures of their little ones.
making elaborate claims of their su-
periority. Well, its easy to grow
enthusiastic over these dear little
mites of humanity; and we might
add—praise-worthy too. Just the
same, and regardless of the validi-
ty of their claims. the good folks of
this county and its environs, want to
go on record that when it come to
ceived here. If you have none, a
good clear Kodak picture will serve
handsome. rugged and desirahle lit-
tle lads and lassies. we take no
backseat for any other section of
this good old U.S.A.s and that. good
friends. takes in a lot of territory.
Furthermore, when you see their
dear little faces smiling at you from
the pages of this newspaper, you
are going to agree with us.
This is not going to be a beauty
contest in the strictest sense of the
word, altho Babyhood has its own
particular allure that defies all
erown-up competition. However
this is going to be a campaign in
which the winners will be decided
by the people in general. showing
by their votes and support just
which little ones will walk away
wiTh those splendid prizes and the
pride and distinction that will ac-
eompanv them.
Jack F'ov Says "Howdy" To Camerman
Jack Foy stepped before the camera at the IC's Apron and Overall
Dance with Jo Westpheling, Ilia Holland, who identified Mr. Fulton,
and Mary Alice Clark, entertainment chairman of the IC Service C.lub
(Copies of this and other photos taken at the dance may be secured at
the Owl Photo Shop).
_
be sent in ;,ral placed to the
's credit, and when sewed or
e-i.ned together, it IA ill only be nee-
.ssary to write the baby's name,
;),irents name, and address,..on tlfo
top ballot.
This is going to be a most intei.-
esting affair and we hope the par-
ents, who have little ones eligible,
will take part in the campagn. If
you happen to be so unfortunate as
to have no little one of your own,
surely there is some dear youngsteri
in your neighborhood, or in the ken
of your acquaintance. of whom you
arc very• fond. Well, send in its nom•
inationaand whatever coupons you
can gather. By doing this, you may
be the one to start it op its way to
fame and fortune.
Lack of space, this week. prevents
us from giving you full detail of this
exciting affair. but,,be sure and get
next week s Little when the cam-
paign will be thoroughly explained.
However, the thing to do now, and
do immediately, is to fill in the
nominating coupon, good for 1,000
votes. and send to our office. Then
get in touch with your neighbors,
who take our paper, and ask them
te save their coupons for you. In-
cidentally, you might tell them that
when they pay a subscription at
our office, request that the votes v..e
will give on it. be credited to your
ha by.
This affair run for several
weeks. so if you have no good pic-
ture. of your baby that's suitable at
present, you Will have ample time
to have a late one taken. pictures
will be run v.Tiekly soon as we re-
ceive the engravings. A definitedate of closing will be given soon.
The gentleman in charge of the
campaign for us, is a stranger in
your midst. Come in an have him
explain the details and let's get ac•
quainted.
None of Mir employes will be per
mitted to enter their baby and inthe event of a tie, the ones so tied
will be given equal prizes. Papers
will not be sold in bulk and votec
ance cast for a baby cannot be
raansferred to another later on inthe race.
Please note the date on the vot-ing coupon and see that they reach
our office before they become void.
The date will be extended from
week to week so you will have am-
e time to get them here befora
'hey-FeTzpire.
On another oage today, you will
find an advertisement giving a list 1
of the prizrs to be awarded and
other information. It also carriec
two votfng rounrms. One is a nom-1
inating coupon and when properly
filled in with the baby's name, etc..
will entitle the baby to 1,000 free!
votes. The other is a voting couponl
goodto r 25 votes. Only one of the ,
nomination ballots will be credit-
ed to a baby, but as many of the
25 votes cOupons as you can collect i
William P. Curtin, former assist-
ant highway engineer at,Ashland,
has been appointed deputy' high-
Way Commissioner, the Highv.•ay
Department announced today.
Curtin, a native of Fulton County,
came to the department in 1925
and was named assistant highway
engineer at Ashland in 1930. lie
held the sixth district post until
1942 when he fesigned to join the
U.S. Engineers Corps with whom
he served in the South Atlantic Di-
vision. He returned to the depart-
ment last year.
Immediate Delivery
BOTTLE GAS
SYSTEMS
TAPPEN RANGES
BRYANT WATER HEATERS
SERVEI. GAS
REFRIGERATORS
Call or Write to
AIRLENE GAS CO.
of Fulton
Phone '160 K%
BUSY MAN'S PAUSE
FOR REFRESHMENT
IOTTIED UNDER AUTHORITY OP THE COCA-COLA COMPANY BY
FULTON COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO., INC.
1948, Tho Coco Colo C awry
1.118•148•481M-41181•41111•Flel. 
ERS!
WE PAY lc ABOVE MARKET FOR EGGS
WE BUY FARM-FRESH PRODUCE
WE PAY ABOVE MARKET ON HOME GROWN FRYERS
MEATS
CHUCK ROAST, center cut lb. 59t
STREAK-O-LEAN SALT MEAT. lb. 42f
JOWLS, sugar cured -- lb. 36t
PURE PORK SAUSAGE   lb. 35f
ParkaY, Goodluck, Cream°, Vegaeo
OLEOMARGARINE  lb. 42*
GROCERJES
KLEENEX TISSUES . . 300 count. 25r
OXYDOL, RINSO or DUZ- large 40r
DR. PHILLIPS ORANGE JUICE 46-oz 25f
HOMINY - .2 No. 2 cans 19e
Van Camps'
PORK & BEANS,.... I Nil. MO cans 29t
SOUR J'ICKLES, —.T._ 22 in jar 250
MERRYMAN GROCERY
"West Kentucky's most modern Store
FREE DELIVERY 405 Green St-ret
'*".--PLENTY OF F/REE PARKING SPACE--
PHONE 1339
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SECOND
SECTION THE NEWS
About
Farming
From Washington
..oraprise bill, swittly passed by
both Houses and signed by the
Presiuent, provides a $6,09000,000
program of assistance to Europe,
China; Greece and Turkey, for a
12-month period. Additional appro-
priations are authorized through
June 30, 1952, subject to annual 2on-
gressional review.
Green Light for ERP The final act provides for the ex-
The Senate Foreign Relatiohs
Comniittee chamber is a high-ceii-
inged room with heavy glass chan-
,deliers, gilt mirrors and red velvet
hangings which give it an lath
century air. In this room, historic
decisions on U. S. foreign policy
have been made. Last week Senate
and House conferees met around
the room's large oval table for one
af the most important decisions of
all—the approval of ERP.
port of domestic agricultural sur-
pluses for foreign aid' purposes,
whenever this is feasible, This pro-
vision, recommended by AFBF
President Allan Kline, :aipulates
that the Secretary of Agrculture
may inform the ERP administretor
of existing farm surpluses, Within
certain limitations, the administra-
tor will then see that the surplus
commodity is bought only in this
country. In order to encourage utili-
Keep Your New Car Looking Like New
Make Your Old Car Look New
POLISH - WAX - SIMONIZ
IRA BINGHAM
136 McDowell Street
Just Beyond Pierce-Cequin Lumber Co.
SAVE THE SOLES AND YOU
SAVE THE SHOES
Broken soles cause shoe leather to crack
ind spread, throwing the whole shoe off
balance. New half soles will prolong and
pi este ve the good looks and comfort of your shoes for months.
WRIGHT BROS. cobblers are. real craftsmen. GiVe them a
ial.
WRIGHT BROS. SHOE REPAIR SERVICE
210 Commercial Ave. Fulton
 1
We give Complete. Experienced
service --- content to let our rec-
ord and reputation bear witness
for us.
W. W. Jones & SoA
110
FUNERAL HOME
Phone 390 Martin, Tenn.
• - P )P—>••• - .311%..- • Alt Af
Light Wines
and Gins
MYRICKS LIQUORS
Depot Street
SAVE GAS!
Rad spark plugs cause waste to one gallon of gas in ten. And
thev cause hard starting and waste engine power. Cleaning
and adjusting your plugs every 5,000 miles is cheaper than
gasoline.
WON'T YDU DRIVE IN, TODAY?
Phone 9193 for Pickup and Delivery Service.
We handle GOOD GULF PRODUCTS
Your Patronage is Always Appreciated
POLSGROVE Serv!ceStation
MAYFIE- LD HIGHIVAY FULTON, KY.
HOMES
OF THE
MONTH
zation of surpluses, the CCC may
pay up to half of the sales price,
out of Section 32 funds.
An independent executive will ad-
mihister the act, and a corporation
will be set up to carry out the
program. This also follows the
principle of AFBF recommenda-
tions.
IMP and Farmers
'Department of Agriculture of-
ficials worked overtime last week,
developing estimates on probable
exports of agricultural products un-
der,,ERP. Here, minus certain rec-
ent revisions. is the program which
they have just submitted to the
State Department:
In the first crop year -if ERP,
5,820,000 metric tons of bread-
grains, valued at 5536,000,000 (based
on prices July 1, 1947) will be ship-
ped abroad. Eligible nations will
receive 146,000 tons of fats and oils,
including butter, worth $80,000,000;
23.000 tons of meat (mainly horse
meat) valued at $6.000,000; and
$160.000.000 worth of dairy product.;
or 375,000 tons. Ships carrying ERP
commodities will include in their
holds 205,000 tons of tobacco—$210,-
000,000 worth—and 521.000 tons of
cotton, set at $438,000,000 in value.
Officials have scheduled exports of
40.000 tons of eggs and 26,000 tons
of rice. Other foods and feedstuffs
expected to leave U, S. shores un-
der ERP include 1.125.000 tons of
coarse grains; 198,000 tons of oil
cake and meal; 138.000 tons of sug-
ar; 121,000 tons of dried fruit; and
482,000 tons of peas ahd beans and
beans and fresh fruits.
Broadcasting Controls
If you listen to your radio very
often, you'll probably be interested
in S. 2231, a bill introduced in the
Senate by Senator Johnston, (D.,
Colo.). This measure is intended to
prevent any standard broadcasting
station from using power in excess
of 50 KW. It would also break'down
clear channels by authorizing other
stations to operate on the same
channels at night. with certain lim-
itations.
Last week. AFBF filed a state-
ment against this bill with the Sen-
ate Interstate Commerce Commit-
tee. This is why: it is felt that radio
reception in many isolated places
would be greatly improved by the
use of power in excess of 50 KW.
Many farm families might find their
radio service restricted it a lot of
stations were allowed to compete in
the same channels. AFBF feels that
the frequencies of clear channel sta-
tions should be increased.
A battle has been saging on this
issoe for the last three years. The
Federal Communications Commis-
sion expects to reach a decisiun
Accurate
WORKMANSHIP
At Low COSI
Watches Clocks and Time
Pieces of All Kinds Accurate-
ly Repaired at Low Cost by—
ANDREWS
Jewelry Company
soon upon it.
'Hope Bill
The Congressional spotl:ght
turned again last week to the prob-
lem of long-range conservation.
House Agricultural Committee
duced the committee print of a new
!Chairman Hope (R. Kan.) intro-
conservation measure. It is a far-
reaohing bill, designed to centralize
and coordinate governrnent aetivi•
ties within a new agency—the Ag-
ricultural Resources Administratioa
—to be established in the Agiculture
Dpeartthent. The bill also povides
for transfer of certain of the In-
terior Department's conservation
functions to the new agency. Edu-
cational and reSearch facilities of
the Extension Service and state ex-
periment station would remain un-
changed. Formation of county
boards to develop long-range cor.-
servation programs would be en-.
couraged.
House conservation bills already
introduced include the Cooley-Hill
measure (its Senate counterpart is
the Stewart-Reed bill) which would
coordinate conservation activities
through the Extension Service, end
the Jensen Bill, aimed at centraliz-
ing them in the Agriculture De-
partment. The conservation features
of the Senate's Aiken Bill steers a
middle course between these two
viewpoints. AFBF favors the gen-
eral objectives of the Cooley-Hill
measure.
A fire extinguisher is a form of
fire insurance; and, as in the case
of other insurance, you cannot buy
it the moment it is needed.
•
MAKE
'MIR OLP
RADIO SIR
LIKE Kri
FOR GREATER
LISTENING
Pleasure
you'll enpoy your favorite
radio programs moie if your .
radio s operating rght. Our
expert radio service will
make it sound like new. Call
us today.
CITY
Electric Co.
205 Commercial Ave.
k RECIPE OF THE WEEK
Here is a way to use some of that i
canned fruit which seems to lose
its appeal with the first hint of
spring. It is a dumpling dessert,
steamed in the juice of the canned
fruit. Berries, cherries, or any small
fruit may be used, according to Miss
Florence Imlay, specialist in foods
at the UK College of Agriculture
and Horne Economics.
Blackberry Dumplings
4 cups canned blackberries
and juice.
1 1-3 cups lour.
1-2 teaspoon salt.
4 teaspoons baking powder.
2 tablespoons sugar.
1-3 cup milk.
Turn the canned blackberries in-
to a deep saucepan which has a
'lose fitting cover and bring to a
boil. While the fruit is heating, mix
and sift the dry ingredients and add
milk to make a soft dough. Drop
'Dy spoonfuls in the boiling fruit
auce and cover tightly. Boil gently
15 minutes without lifting the cov-
er. Serve with cream.
SECOND
SECTION
ROCK SPRINGS
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Walston vis-
ited Mr. and Mrs.* Pressie Moore
and family for a while Monday
night.
Mrs. Martha Brown and daugh-
ter left Saturday for Lansing Mich-
igan where her, husband is employ-
ed.
Mr. and Mrs. Allin Cooper, Mr.
and Mrs. Herman Elliott and Philip
spent last Sunday with Mr. and
Mrs. Elmoore Copelen and family.
Mrs. Deanie Brown is visiting her
son,.Mr. Arnie Brown and family.
Mrs. Willena Veatch went to
Martin Wednesday on business.
Mrs. Artie Wilbur and Mrs. Sy-
lvia Mae Wilbur spent Friday after-
noon with Mrs. Nora Copelen.
Miss Martha Kay Copelen spent
Friday night and Saturday with
Miss Barbara Ann Turner.
Mr. and Mrs Allen Cooper spent
' Friday with Mr. 'Herman Elliott
I and boys. . '
- :PURSE STRINGS" by RE-NU SHOE SHOP
WHAT mAgES YOU THINK
. 
YOUR WIFE HAS THE
,WOR‘ST ImiSer:OR1TmOemor Apri,
417:111071 • 14
..,
Iji /i,
(.4 '
- SHE
REMEMBERS
EVERYTHING...
RE-NU SHOE SHOP
ANC> REMEMBER YOu CAN ,
ALwAYS BE SATISFIED
wiTH THE WONDERFUL
SERVICE AT
RE-NU
WOE SNP
tl
Lalce Street, Fulton
Next to the City National Bank
KEEP
PLAY CLOTHES
CLEAN THE
EASY WAY
Of course, active youngsters
soil their clothes quickly.But
don't worry. Send their play
clothes to us for washing and
ironing. Our modern, safe met-
hods remove all stains and
we send them back clean and
bright. Call 14 for our prompt
courteous service, today.
PARISIAN
Laundry & Cleaners
1
ARE YOU SURE THE MILK YOU DRINK
IS FOOD-RICH!
Just ordinary milk contains vitamins, minerals,
butter fat, etc. But The Fulton Pure Milk Com-
pany well bred, well fed herds produce milk
of superior quality, full of food richness for vi-
tality. energy and good nourishment. Vitamin
D added, it will pay to buy FULTON PURE
MILK.
IFulton Pure Milk Co.Telephone 8134 for delivery
Proud Parents
This pre-parental pose of Mr. and
Mrs. John Agar (okay, she's
Shirley Temple) was taken during
the filming of "Fort Apache," the
John Ford-Merian C. Cooper pro-
duction. Both Shirley, who co-
stars with John Wayne, Henry
Fonda and Pedro Armendariz in
the RK0 Rah° release, and John,
who makes hie film debut in the
film, decided on the name Linda
Susan even before their baby was
born. If it was a boy—well, it
wasn't, and Linda Susan was a
month old on March 6th.
PERSONALS
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Khourie and
little son. Frederick, of Cairo, Ill.,
spent Sunday with her mother, Mrs.
Alex Khourie.
L. E. Fench of Salida, Colo., was
called to Fulton due to the death
of his uncle, Lughman Drysdale.
Mr. and Mrs. James Cullom and
little son, Kenny, of Jackson, Tenn.,
spent Sunday with her mother, Mrs.
Pearl Weaver.
Mrs. Alene Dalton of Martin, who
has been a patient in the Fulton
Hospital has returned to her home.
Mrs. Frank Brady attended the
annual Lee school banquet at the
Graystone hotel in Paris, Tenn.,
Friday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Homra hay..?
returned from a business trip to
St. Louis.
Mrs. Baucom Tegethoff of Cai-
bondale, Ill., hes returned home af-
ter a visit with her parents, 'Mr. and
Mrs. B. J. Williams.
Mrs. Moore Joyner spent Thurs-
day in Paducah.
Fred Whitnel of Cincinnati, O.,
spent the week end with his moth-
er, Mrs. R. C. Whitnel on the Un-
ion City highway.
Undei- certain conditions, wood
smoke has a "perfume" all its own;
but a burning barn or house is not
one of them.
•
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By BILL PAULSON
"MIT have after taxes is my Gov-
ernment's good will. Trouble is, 1
can't find a grocer that will swap
.it fer f.a-back!"
I For cash to fix
I Your car up slick
g Bill Dollar's help
I Is here and quick i
L e.g.% 
\ A at
it,
„mr• -
, your car needs attention ... or
III you want to trade it in on a
later model ... simply phone or
come in and tell us how much
cash you need.
UP '1'0 20 MONTHS TO REPAY
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ANOTHER RADIO CONTEST TO HELP KENTUCKY
CHILDREN REPORTED; CONVERTIBLE IS PRIZE
Kentucky Children, Ins., an:
nounces a new rontest on "Head of
the Family" radio 'shoW heard each
Wednesday everling at 8:30 over
WHAS.
KentuAcy Children, Inc., an-
lows on the heels of the $10,000 "K''
Contest won last week by Mrs. Har-
old Oldham of Richmond, Ky. In-
itial prizes include a 1948 Ford
convertible with all accessories and
$1,000 in cash. 'The prize structure
will mount from week to week un-
til sameone correctly identifies "D."
Considerable interest was shown
in the recent "K" Contest, accord-
ing to officials of Kentucky Chil-
dren, Inc. Mrs. Florence Hubbard,
Chicago, winner of the "Walking
Man" Contest, came to Kentucky
upon special invitation from Gov-
ernor Earle C. Clements and in the
interest of Kentucky Children. She
and Mrs. Oldham were presented
on numerous civic and radio pro-
grams including a luncheon at-
tended by Lieutenant Gove—rnor
Lawrence Wetherby and Mayor
Charles P. Farnsley of Louisville.
In response to inquiries on how
to enter the new "D'' Contest, Ken-
tucky Children, Inc., gives the fol-
lowing rules:
-Complete this sentence in 25
words or less: "Everyone should
contribute to Kentucky Children,
Inc., because . . . . " Mail your en-
try with a voluntary contribution
to Kentucky Children, WHAS,
Louisville, Kentucky. Be sure your
name, address and*telephone nu_m-
ber are written plainly in the upper
right hand corner on the same
page on which your entry is written.
Clues will be given on "Head of the
Family" radio show to help identify
"D."' Do not identfy "D ' on your
entry. Persons sulamtting the three
best entries will be called by tele-
phone, in order, and given a chance
to identify "D." Entrants must an-
swer their telephone when called
during the broadcast each Wednes-
day, 8:30 to 9:00 la. m. (est).
Kentucky Children, Inc., is a '
non-profit fund-raising organiza-
tion set up to help improve the
health, education, recreation and
general welfare of all Kentucky
children.
4-H Boys Learn
,Herd Improvement
Asked what he planned to do
with a dairy heifer he had just
bought at a sale, a 14-year-old 4-11
Club boy replied: "Add her to my
foundation herd. Through my 4-11
project, I m learning how to select
and breed dairy animals to increase'
milk production per cow; also how'
to balance rations and keep records.
By demonstrating to others what I
learn not only gives me experience
in public speaking but helps to im-
prove the dairy industry in my
community. This year I'm helping
to save grain for foreign relief by
feeding more good roughage and by
preventing waste."
These statements are typical of 
out the nation who are taking part
in the 1948 National 4-11 Dairy Pro-
duction awards program. More than
1,800 of them will be awarded coun-
ty medals of honor and 350 sta0
winners will receive $25.00 U. S.
Savings Bonds for outstanding rec-
ords of achievement Ten section.al
winners will eacji get a ,trip to tlre
National 441 Club Congress in Chi-
cago next November provided by
Kraft Foods-Co. Six national cham-
pions selected from the sectional
winners will each awarded 3
$200 college scholarship.
tucky were: Betty Jo Moser, Louis-
ville; Ronald Meeks, Shearer; Aldin
Steinhouser. DeMossville; Brown
Barrett, Booneville; Lee Tucker,
Finchville; David Meyer, Jr., Cold
Springs; "Marcus Hopper, Fonthill
and Victor Carpenter, Maysville.
The program is conducted under
the dirmlion of the Cooperative
Extension Service. County extens-
ion agents will furnish full infor-
mation.
Few farm aninials fail to
Last year' state winners in Ken- pasture.
their bills. when turned on
slash
good
01,36 Home
For Fine Liquors
426 Lake St. Fulton, Ky. Phone 93
through the glass CLEARLY
through
a glass
darkly
There's no need of saying 
much
about TVA rates for 
electricity.
They speak for 
thernselves. How-
ever, it is necessary to say 
that, as
cheap as they may look, 
that is
exactly how much they are
. It is
hard to believe such 
figures after
paying a private utility's bill.
Take a look for yourself.
50 kwh ........... @3c 
........ $1.50
150 kwh 02c 
........ 
$3.00
200 kwh @lc 
........ 
$2.00
1000 kwh @4c 
........ 
$4.00
Under such rates it would 
be
possible to furnish a home 
with all
the electric power needed 
for lights,
radio, cooking stove, fans, hot 
water
heater, irons, washing mac
hine, etc.
—everything except actual space
heating—for a month on less than
$10. A house equipped with 
most
of the above named 
items, which
have become a part of the.
American
home, can be run on 
about 1000
kwh a month. Under TVA 
rates
that would cost only $8.90.
Now take a look at 
the rates
charged in Fulton under a 
private
utility. •
16 kwh 
$1.00
34 kwh ......... e4112c 
$1.53
100 kwh .......... @lc 
$3.00
150 kwh a2c $3.00
That two cents a kwh is as 
low
as the rates go for 
residential con-
sumption, except for a special 
one
cent per kwh charged for 
electricity
used between 10 o'clock 
at night
and 8 o'clock the next 
morning, the
so-called midnight rate used. 
for
some hot water heaters.
From the above figures it is 
plain
to see that a private utilit
y does not
.encourage the use of 
electricity—in
fact, it denies the citizens of 
a town
the real benefits of 
electricity. Only
a limited number of 
families in
Fulton can afford to use 1000 
kwh
of electricity under KU 
rates.
Those figures sold me on 
TVA.
I heard a lot about the 
modern,
post-war world while I was in the
army. Frankly, I cannot 
afford to
live in such a world at 
present
prices. For me to use all the 
elec-
tricity I'd like to use, Fulton 
must
first get TVA here. I am 
-
not
ashamed to admit this, for I 
know
there are hundreds of 
others in
town in the same position.
There are those who talk of 
bring-
ing new industries to Ful
ton. We
are all agreed that would be a 
good
thing for our town, provided 
we
selected the proper industries to 
fit
in with our town. But 
with the
rates on electricity we have 
to_
offer — what man, or 
company, in
his right mind would put a 
plant
of any description in Ful
ton? The
answer to that question is 
apparent
when we look back over the 
last
ten yeara.
We have learned, over the years, that when people have been given all of the facts
of isubject, their decisions will be correct and honest. Recently the Fulton Daily Leader
carried a column which supposedly told a-number of "facts," and developed some "con-
clusions" concerning Fulton's need for TVA electric-service. Kentucky Utilities Company
is reprinting this coltunn in order to give the people of Fulton more complete informa-
tion on the subject
First, it is almost certain that TVA'S basic rate as
printed in the Leader Column will NOT be the rate
Fulton residential customers will pay. In practically
every "TVA town" there is added, in the beginning,
a charge of lc per kilowatt hour for the first 100
KWH. This affects all residential customers. It's an
"Amortization Charge" added to tlx basic rate.
Moreover, residential customers who now use so
little current that they pay only a minimum bill (Ful-
ton jas 107 of these) will pay exactly• the same
amount under city operation. The minimum bill is
s1.00 either way.
Of course, this raises the question of "Why can
TVA sell electricity cheaper than KU and etery other
business-managed electric company in the country?"
Anyone who has had any dealings with the gov-
ernment knows it's not because TVA can operate
more efficiently than the private business.
Let's look at the "breaks" TVA gets. TVA has
total 2SSCCS of 800 million dollars. Their own figures
allot only 439 million to thc cost of power facilities.
On this investment of nearly half a billirSn dollars
they pay interest equal to about one-tenth of one per
rent. (Nearly every man in the U. S. would own his
own home if we could all borrow money that cheaply.)
Ask any bu,iness man in Fulton how much lower
he could reduce his present charges for goods or serv-
ices if he could borrow money. at that rate, and if,
like TVA, he paid no Federal income tax. And think
how much better off you'd be if you paid no income
tax.
The TVA does make payments "in lieu of" state
and local taxes. On its total income its tax payments
amount to about 33/4 per cent. Compare that with
tax payments amounting to 191/4 per cent paid by
the average electric company in this country.
What do these "breaks," or special privileges mean
in terms of KU electric rates?
Just this: If KU could enjoy the same interest
and tax privileges TVA enjoys, it- could give every
one of its 125,000 residential customers, Fulton in-
cluded, eight and one-half months of free electric
service each year, and still make the same net profit
it now makes..
You see,-the total investment in any electric com-
pany, inclnding TVA, is so tremendous in relation
to its inconie, thatt-nterest and income taxes take up
a huge part of its earnings.
Apparently the columnist thinks the only require-
ment that will enable people to use 1,000 kilowatt
hours of electricity monthly is lower electric rates.
He might be interested to know that, based on aver-
age use, and purchased in the order that most families
buy them, electrical appliances and equipment using
1,000 KWH a month will cost the householder about
$4,000.
Here the columnist has indirectly paid the electric
industry the finest compliment it is possible to pay
an industry today. He complains bitterly about to-
day's cost of living. And, to save money, he picks on
the one item that's already the lowest cost item in the
family budget.
We wonder if he realizes that elettricity is the only
thing in the budget that costs less today than it did
before the war. His electric rates have been reduced
four times since 1940. Although everything else has
gone up and up, the average Fulton user pays less each
month for electricity than he spends for cigarettes.
If the columnist wants to save money through the
TVA, why doesn't he advocate a TVA Grocery, a
TVA Clothing Store, a TVA Furniture Store, 2 TVA
Ice and Fuel Company? In fact, why not a TVA
Ddily Leader, whose subsidized subscription and ad-
vertising rates could undersell any business-managed
newspaper? •
But that would be Socialistn--and we don't want
Socialism, do we? You don't want Socialism in your
business, and to put it mildly, we're -not very fond of
it in our business. But we've got it.
No business man "in his right mind would put a
plant in Fulton" due to present electric rates, the
columnist thinks. We believe he did not have very
reliable or complete information at the time of making
this statement.
Let's look at the facts: In other towns in Ken-
tucky served by Kentucky Utilities Company having
the same industrial rates charged in Fulton, 47 ncw
industries have located during thc past couple of years.
These are not small businesses. They're industries that
will employ 7,347 Kentuckians, and whose payroll will
exceed $13,000,000 annually. In addition, in this same
territory, in 1947 alone there W2S a net gain of 1,490
new businesses of all kinds—filling stations, groceries,
shops, garages, and the like.
Surdy not all of these industrialists and businessmen
are out of their minds.
Vinly did Magnavox Company, the Modine Com-
pany, the Ace Mfg. Company, and the Ray-o-Vac
Company locate in Paducah during the past two years
when they might have moved a few miles south or
east and been in TVA country?
We have every assurance that electric rates have
nothing to do with their decision to locate in Paducah.
The cost of power in nearly every industry except the
chemical and the electrolytic industries is the smallest
item in production costs. Even free electricity would
have practically no effect on the fost of the completed
article. Moreover, industry has found that. a few miles
saved in closeness to markets or sources of raw ma-
terials will save much more than any savings they
could make on electric costs.
A letter to the U. S. BIJIV2U of Census could have
saved the columnist from that mistake. fic would
have found that numerous and continuing surveys
show that thc location of industry is affected, mainly,
by type of labor, transportation facilities, living con-
ditions for employees, distance to markets and the atti-
tude of the people in the community. These are the
important !actors that determine the location of an
industry, not the cost of electricity.
You, the people of Fulton, are entitled to facts,
and we feel that it is our obligation to see that you
get them.
Kentucky Utilitkes Company
A Good Citizen of Fulton for 31 Years
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Garden Tool
Headquarters!
FREEF=0::'
•6-INCH Hedge Clipper
Automatic Oil Can
Spring is here and when you start out to do your gar-
dening and lawn work, drop around here first and
equip yourself with the right tools.
"DIXIELAWN" MOWERS
Tubular aluminum handle with convenient rub-
ber grips . . . rubber tires for quiet running . . .
Enclosed wheels . . . ball-bearing operation . . .
five 16-inch blades. A beauty!
15.95
"ARROW" MOWERS
Wood handle . . . five 16-inch blades . . . rub- .
ber tires . . . rubber grass roller . ball-bearing
operation for easy pushing and smooth opera-
tion.
11.50
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LOW-PRICED TABLE MODEL
Model 100. Tops in small set performance
iiyou can Ater the difference, you can
the difference. Compare it with seta
Hine for $1000 more! .,
n ivory, only $22.95. in *1995
1 WSW Igaitic 
"GREAT STATES" MOWERS
Wood handle . . . completely ball-bearing for
easierooperation . . . rubber tires . . . five sturdy
16-inch blades Good value!
11.95
"BOULEVARD" MOWE,RS
Here's value for the money! Wood handle, rub-
ber tires, ball-bearing operation, five 16-inch
blades. A sturdy mower built to do a tough job.
19.95
tor tun in Bet..
SClear as aBellonor
•
• ,'
:7e-•
•••';;;:i4,;•!'.1 -
•
Begi lamp Radio
A powerful easy-to-tune nio, a
,scientifically-designed no glaarread-
iling light—both in one, and backed,
k,l,lay Sonora's reputation ,fora"ClearZin Nog Woinut Plastic)
'As A Bell" tone—famous for 34 years:Compact, easy to
attach, no aerial or ground' needed. Come in and see
Sonora's N ght in gale — the smartest bedtime story ever told.
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In Our Record Department
THIS WEEK'S HIT PARADE
As Surveyed by Billboard Magazine
1 Now is the Hour
2. Manana
3. I'm looking over a four
leaf clover
4. Beg your pardon
5. But Beautiful —
6. Baby Face
7. Sabre Dance
8. Serenade of the Bells
9. You were meant for me
10. Slap 'er down again,
Paw.
ACCESSORIES FOR YOUR RECORD PLAYER
Record Racks, Extra Albums, Needles, Metal Storage Cabinets
Bagsock-Type Storage Cases (hold 100 records) LISTEN TO OUR PRO
GRAM EACH DAY 4 to 4:30 P. M. Over WNGO for the latest records.
Modernize
Cook the MODERN
WAY . . on a gleam-
ing, white porcelain
top WITH OIL!
"SAVOIL" TABLE TOP RANGES
Five husky burners .. . three on top and two for
the oven! Plate Warmer! Heavily-Insulated ov-
en; white porcelain work top and white enamel-
ed exterior on the cabinet! Roomy storage bin
. . . built-in oven temperature gauge.
OUR SPECIAL PRICE .
109.95
BASEBALL
HEADQUARTERS!
• We Handle
Official League Equipment!
Baseballs .. . Bats . .. Gloves
Masks . . . Mitts
Softballs and Official League Bats!
Linoleum! Just Arrived
9 x 12 Utility Rugs
Colorful designs for the
kitchen; floral designs for
Dther rooms of the house!
5-PC
DINETTE
We have been fortu-
nate in securing more
of these popular, stur-
dy, low-priced suites.
White enamel on oak
wood; extension-leaf
table. Real VALUE
for the money.
2995
$7.50 and $12.50
Six-Foot Rolls
IMPORTED FROM HOL-
LAND!•Blue check, brown
check and brown basket-
weave; also other colors
ind designs in domestic li-
noleum. See it today!
••
dab,- A
ENAMELED STEEL
UTILITY CABINETS
Handy cabinets for all purposes.
Five steel shelves, glistening
white enamel, chrome fittings,
double doors.
21.95
41.4.114,••••••••••• 
••••••411•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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PILOT OAK
Mrs. Mary COffillS
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Olive had as
their guests for Sunday dinner Mr.
and Mrs. R. S. Gossum and boys and
Mr. and Mrs. B. G. Lowry and Jim-
mie.
Mr. and Mrs, Dewey Fields and
daughter visited Mr. and Mrs. Will
C..ullins Sunday afternoon.
The Homemakers Club met with
Mrs. Helen Coletharp Thursday af-
ternoon.
3ITAMINS
in
3 ARIETY
• When you think of vita.
mins—think of this Prescrip-
tion Pharmacy..We carry the
most complete stocks of vita-
mins, minerals and all nutri.
tional aids, as offered by the
most reliable pharmaceutical
laboratories. \X'hen your
Physician has determined
vitamin orother deficiencies,
and prescribed for their cor-
rection, be sure to-bring the
prescription he writes to us.
CITY DRUG CO.
C. 13. McDANIEL Phar.; Owner
filla _Lake Phone-. 70, 428
REllABLF.• •
VOW
'RESCRIPTIONS
Mr. and Mrs.- Deward Wilson
have moved to their new bonne out
on the highway.
We were sorry to hcar of th.
ricath of Miss Mollie Frensley. Si-p•
lived such a beautiful ,che:stian
life and was such a help to me in
my young days of christian service.
Our loss will be heaven's gain.• We
extend our sympathy to her aged
brother and other relatives.
Thomas and Kenny Grissom of
Detroit visited Mrs. Mary Collins.
They enjoyed her paintings very
much.
Your wrter is keeping busy cro-
cheting pin cushions ano painting
pictures. Mrs. Alvin Foster alid
Mrs. Jones called Tuesday and ga.:.
a nice order.
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Crittenden
and children spent Friday with Mrs.
Willie Crittenden.
Mrs. Mildred Wallace and son
visited in Mayfield Friday night.
Thomas Hainley spent the week
end with hs parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Hainley.
Mr. and Mrs. Glover Emerson of
Mayfield. Mr. and Mrs. Edd Mount
and Mr. and Mrs. Neal Bushart and
children were Sunday visitors of
Mr. and Mrs. Orbie Bushart.
Mr. and Mrs. Leon McBee of Ful-
ton spent the week end ,with Mr.
and Mrs. Nat Casey and father,:
Quitman CaSey and family.
Mr, pnd Mrs. Alvis Steele . and
...hildren visited Mr. and Mrs. Fer.1
Steele Sunday afternoon.
III Roundhouse- Round-UpBy Alice Cluk
Refrigeration Is Vital Factor In
Preserving, Storing Farm Produce
;Ire By IRA MILLER
Farm Electrification Bureau
Refrigeration always has been an
important factor in farm life. For
generations farmers have tried to
produce satisfactory "cold conditions"
by means of ice, water, root cellars
and farm house basements.
.4111111111111,0
STRAWBERRIES—it won't be long
now until they'll be packaged and
"freezer bound" again.
_ 
.
That these cold storage facilitles
have proven inadequate in many
ways is no fault of the farmer. For
there was a time when there were
no better methods known and no
suitable equipment produced for use
on unelectrifled farms. The outlook,
however, has changed ia recent years
due to the rapid growth of rural
 
! Mr. and, Mrs. James McDade and 
!little daughters, Susan and Jean re-
' turned Monday to their home in
Birmingham after a visit here with .
their parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. J.
Bowers and Mr. and Mrs. G. J. Mc-'
Dade, James is.tpecial agent for the'
C. in Birmingham, Ala.
Mrs. Preston Ray has returned!
from the Methodist Hospital in
Memphis where she underwent the
second operation in her leg. She is
improving nicely at her home ln
Riceville.
Mrs. M. M. Matlock has been
moved home from Barnes Hospital
in St. Louis, Mo. She is getting a-
long nicely.
Raymond Pewitt, Stationary En-
WATCH
REPAIRING
EFFICIENT
PROMPT and
COURTEOUS SERVICE
YOUR LOCAL DEALER FOB
e""ep"s' akeK  
DIAMONDS
R. M. KIRKLAND
JEWELER
BLAIN ST. FULTON, KY.
Cagle Plumbing Shop
DEEP WELL PUMPS
AND PIPES
206 Church St.
Phone 399
Whitnel-Hornbeak
Funeral Home
408 Eddings Street Fulton, Ky.
For Ambulance Service Day or Night
PHONE 88
Contract Funeral Home for, and Member of;
Kentucky Funeral Directors' Burial Association, Inc.
Listen To Our Radio Program "Moon River"
every Wednesday night at 8:30 over WENK.
1 BUTTS MILLING COMPANY
NOW OPEN FOR BUSINESS
ON MARTIN HIGHWAY, 45-E
GRINDING'AND MIXING OF ALL KINDS OF FEEDS
All Kinds Of Feeds and Field Seeds
Fertilizers Wire Fencing
Phone 651
SMALLMAN
TIN SHOP
New Line Automatic Duo-Therm:Oil Furnace
Roofing of All Kind
Gutter and Downspeuts Repaired or
Replaced
Phone 502 Olive Street Fulton, Ky.
electrification which has brough'
modern refrigeration appliances intu
widespread use in farm homes.
Today, the farm wife, who used
to store perishable products in the
basement, places them in a modern
electric refrigerator. It saves her con-
siderable time, costs only a few cents
a day to run and keeps farm produce
fresh, regardless of the weather.
-In addition,!she can obtain a farm
and home freezer—a super-cold ap-
pliance for freezing meat, vegetables
and fruit, and for use as a frozen
"pantry" for the storage of such
products. Freezers are used in three
ways on the farm: To freeze and
store home processed food, for the
storage of commercially frozen pack-
aged foods, and as an auxiliary unit
to be used in conjunction viiith locker
plants. In the latter case, large quan-
tities of food are processed and stored
at the plant, with freezers used to
"hold" food which is rdtrioved from
lockers in sufficient amounts to keep
the family supplied for periods of a
week or more. By following this pro-
cedure, farmers eliminate frequent
trips ito lockers, for they can arrange
such visits to conform with normal
farm-to-town travel requirements.
Food must be properly prepared,
packaged and sealed before being
placed in the freezer. Good food will
stay good in freezers, but freezing
does not improve the quality of poor'
or improperly processed food. Zero
is a satisfactory temperature for long-
Cale i rortige of frozen foods. A tem,
perature of 10 degrees Fahrenheit is
adequate for storage of from 2 to 1
months, and 20 degrees for storage
of from 1 to 2 weeks, Exceptions are
Ice cream and frozen foods in syrup,
for which storage temperatures should
be zero to 10 degrees, even for short
time storage.
• I building codes,
gineer. is all smiles theite days as
he perpares to leave his job -for a
two weeks vacation.
A. E. Glasco is also smiling as he
is getting his job ready to turn ov-
er to a relieve man vvhild on a two
weeks vacation.
A. T. Carter has returned from Pa-
ducah, where he has been visiting
his wife and children.
We are glad to hear that Mrs.
G. A. Thomas is still on the road
to recovery at her home on Third
street.
We are glad to see Engineer R.C.
Crocker out after being on the sick
list for several weeks.
You cannot replace eyes, arms
arid feet so lets all remember to
be safety minded.
Mrs. W. R. McKenzie and chil-
dren Patricia Galye and Buddy
spent the week end in Jackson..
Tenn.. tisiting relatives.
Elect J. U. McKendree. L. L.
Carter are workng in Jackson,
Tenn., this week.
AMERI.c.42 WAT1
One of the most important 141rt-
nerships into which an individual
enters is a partnership with him
self. It is an involuntary partner-
ship berause one has to live with
one's self and it is a partnership
that can be either a real pleasurt
or a thing of abject misery.
How to get along with other peo-
ple is an exceedingly vital propo-
sition. No one can succeed perma-
nently in this life unless he at last
learns the art of personal relations.
But even more important is the abi-
ie to get along with yourself. If
ou learn to live in peace and har-
iony with yourself on the inside,
' naturally follow you can live,'
! tranquility with other people on
co outside.
How to get .along with this per-
onality with which you are so in-
xtricably tied all your life. from
'1o. day you were born until the
ly you died. is a basic problem of
!'iman existence. Oft it has been
id that a man is his own worst'
That is true, but it also is a
.c.t that a man is his own worst
•!inpany. Recently a man told me
would give a thousand dollars
f he could get a two weeks' vaca-
trom himself. But that is impossible.
You have to live with what you are
all Your life long.
To the man who is at odds and
onds with himself and 'whose life
is not interesting Or happy, there is
an antidote. a wonderful medicine.
There is a great Physician who can
help make your life tremendously
interesting and fascinating. The
Psalmist who wrote one of the
createst books in all of the litera-
ture of the world. stated it on one
short line when he said "Thou hast
put gladness in my heart."
What does he mean? "My heart?"
He means the depth and center of
consciousness of the personality.
When God comes into your heart
your consciousness is filled with a
deeo radiant gladness—your soul
undergoes a thorough house-clean-
ine and you learn to live in peace
with yourself.
Also. in order to live with your-
in pleasure, you must haye a
"quiet heart.' I am indebted to
Princess Elizabeth for this phrase
"a quiet heart." On her twenty-
first birthday, this remarkable
young woman spihke to the British
Empire and to the world in one of
the finest little speeches I have ev-
FARM OPERATING
LOANS HIT NEW
POST-WAR PEAK
i Demand for farm operating loans
tilt a _new post-war high in March.
according Co a report of the Federal
‘Iniitite7mediate Credit Bank of Louis-
, J. B. E. LaPlante, president, saTi-1
. loans discounted during March a-
' mounted to. $16,327,946.50 for 7,139
farmers arid farmer cooperatives in
Ohio, Indiana, Kentucky and Ten-
nessee.•Outstanding loans on March
31 amounted to $46,722,521.56. This
was 36.5 per cent above one year
ago and largest since the bank was
chartered 25 years ago--on March
23, 1923.
The bank functions as a whole-
saler of credit.. It discounts loans
made to farmers fcir operating pur-
poses by production credit associa-
tions, agricultural credit corpora-
tions, banks for cooperatives and
!aimmercial banks. In providing
these retail lenders with over $625.-
000,000 not including renewals, dur-
ing the past 25 years. the Federal
Intermediate Credit Bahk of Louis-
ville,' according to Mr. LaPlante.
"has not experienced a single cred-
it loss. It has established something
of renard for dependability in
making operating funds available
to farmers at low rates and has dom.,
this at no cost to the Goverment.
!The Federal Intermediate Credit
Banks do not lend Government
money but obtain the. money they
lend from the sale of debentures on
!the/open investment market.'
er read. Here is part of what sh —  
said:
"If we all go forward with an un
wavering faith, a high courage and
a quiet heart. we shall be able to
make of this ancient Common
wealth, which we all love so de,.
lv an even greater thing, more
free, more prosperous more happy
and a more powerful influence to:-
stood in the world than it has 'oeen
in the greatest days of our forefath-
ers."
Simple, is it not? No pessimism.
no excitement, no beating of the
tom-toms, no apprehension about a
decline in civilization.' Just a sim-
ple, sincere expression by a great
young woman who knows that an
unswerving faith and a high courage
and a quiet heart are thc necessities
for making living a pleasure
God can give you that quiet heart
if you will but let Him into it. Why
not let Rim? All you have to do is
to yield yourself to Him and to His
touch, and He will do the rest. You
Will then be a good partner towyour-
self.
NOW IS TIME
TO PLAN HOME,
EXPERT SAYS
"Attie•li the nroblem now•• is ad-
vice given to prospective home
huilders by Harlod R. Sleeper. ores-
nt- of the Neu; York Chapter of
'he American Institute of Archi-
ncts_who. tells them to buy lots for
'heir future houses and start mak-
nlans.
He believes that any person who
ntends to build a housc should no'
make hasty decisions but should
'think about it" for long enough to
lecide exo.ctly what he wants.
"Be sure to get a house which fits
•our partieular needs but don t in-
sist on any particular style of archi-
tecture such as Colonial. Cape Cod
or ranch house," he says.
Mr. Sleeper says the c'hoice of
building materials should be influ-
enced by the type of taws, desired,
the character of the lot and the ap-
pearahce of neighboring buildings.
For houses situated where there ,
is arty danger of a nearby fire
which might be spread by sparks,
he recommends selecting fire-re-
sistan^e is one of the major advant-.
ages of asphalt shingles.
Thu widespread fires in Maine
last fall are considered by Mr.
Sleeper as an indication of the im-
portance of fire-resistant material
on a roof. the part of a house most
Veterinary Service
Day or Night
Phone 807-R
Or Call 70
Dr. H. W. Connaughton
Graduate Veterinarian
Located on Martin-Fulton
Highway
•
exposed. to flying brands. This Mrs. Gus White, Mrs. P. C. Ford
'need, he says la recognized by thCand Mrs. Elizabeth Broome of lin-
' many towns and cilia in which fire- ' ion City, visited friends in Fulton
Friday, afternoon.
It pays'to advertise in the News!
They Read
and
Were Healed
While full provision i8 made in
Christian Science for specific
treatment tor the sick, many
people have been healed simply
through reading literature
available at christian Science
Reading Rooms.
The Bible. "Science and
Health with Key to the Scrip-
tures" by hlary Baker Eddy —
containing the complete expla-
nation of Christian Science.—
and other similarly helpful
Christian Scitnce literature
may he read, borrowed, or pur-
chased at
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
READING RODM
211 Carr St. Fulton
HOURS: 2-4 p.
WED, THUR. FRI. SAT.
Visitors Wolcose•
Information concerning free
pubi:.• lectures, church sen. ices,
and other Christian Science ac-
tivities also mailable.
PAUL HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME
Carr and Third Streets Fulton, Kentucky
SAFE AMBULANCE SERVICE
PHONE 7
PAUL HORNBEAK WALTER VOELPEL
Licensed Funeral Licensed Funeral
Director and Embalmer Director and Emb.ilmer
MRS. J. C. YATES
Lady Assistant
Contract Funeral Home
for
KENTUCKY FUNERAL DIRECTORS BURIAL ASS'N.
The Home of
Good Chili
HICKORY LOG
B A 11-13-0
108 East Fourth Street
andlibil•NR•11116. 
31111
PAPERS THAT LOVE THE SUN
Our well-made wallpapers have no fea&of
the sun. Their lovely colors and designs re-
fuse to fade, even in rooms with southern
exposures. And they have the same affinity
for cleaning! For fade-proof papers at a rea-
sonable price, see us.
Exchange Furniture Co.
207 CHURCH ST. PHONE 35
••••••Y
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